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PREFACE
In June 2012 Edwin Bleichrodt and Miriam Korten referred in the Netherlands Law Journal (Nederlands
Juristenblad) to: “The unexplored territory of witness protection”. This phrase is apt not only in relation
to the legal framework of witness protection: research into the management of protected witnesses
is still in its infancy, too. In recent years we have worked with great pleasure on this research, most of
which was conducted behind the scenes. It was a unique experience in many respects. Much of this
research would not have been possible without the assistance of many people, who we would like to
take this opportunity to thank.
First of all, the Witness Protection Unit (WPU) for providing access to the material. And then there
are all the people in the WPU: your critical outlook and willingness to join in with the thought process
was of inestimable value. Thank you! Also many thanks to the colleagues of the participating British
WPUs, in particular Paul, Gareth and Darren. The ‘British research tour’ was a memorable experience.

and Justice, the Netherlands Police Agency and the University of Twente. There are also various
other people who contributed at different points to the completion of this project. The members of

the witnesses who contributed to this research: they provided us with extremely valuable insights.
We very much appreciated their willingness to speak openly about their experiences, despite their
situation.
We are extremely grateful to all of these people!

Preface

an important element when it came to tightening up the research report. A special mention goes to
Stefan Bogaerts and Frans Leeuw for the additional suggestions for Chapters 2 and 3. Annemieke
and Marianne, you were indispensable when it came to completing missing data: A contribution
that should not be underestimated. The day’s chairman and guest speakers of the symposium made
an important contribution to the research by translating the results into practice. Also many thanks
to Linda, for all your help prior to, during and after the symposium. Your conscientiousness and
willingness to help wherever possible was very much appreciated. Neither would it have been possible
to complete this research without the superb assistance of the core team: Marjolein, Marianne,
Frank, Job, Simone, Remco, Frank and Tessa: the core team meetings were a source of inspiration
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Karlijn Beune & Ellen Giebels
July 2012
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CHAPTER 1
THE MANAGEMENT OF
PROTECTED WITNESSES:
BREAKING NEW GROUND IN
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

9

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Witnesses in the Netherlands are eligible for protection measures if they face a serious and plausible
threat as a result of their having cooperated with the investigation or prosecution of criminal offences.
The threat may be of such a nature that the safety of partners and/or family members may also be
placed under threat, so that they too are included in the protective measures. For all witnesses it is the
Minister of Security and Justice who bears political responsibility for the measures taken to protect
threatened witnesses. This applies also to witnesses who are themselves suspected of offences
(crown witnesses) and witnesses who have already been convicted. The measures are put in place
for the duration of the threat and are not of a permanent nature. The principal purpose of witness
protection is to ensure the safety of protected witnesses. The witness protection measures taken must
contribute directly to the safety and guarding of protected witnesses and are based on government’s
duty of care as provided for in the Dutch Witness Protection Decree1 (Tijdschrift voor de Politie, 2010).
The two pillars on which witness protection (and research into it) has traditionally rested have thus
been structured primarily from two perspectives: safety and protection and the legal measures with
in the Netherlands have also shown that there are a number of behavioural themes that play an
important role in the management of protected witnesses. They include the implications of personal
and social stress for witnesses and their relatives, and the often unrealistic expectations of witnesses
concerning life in a witness protection programme. Although the three perspectives touched upon
above are often regarded as being independent themes, they prove in practice to be inextricably
linked: how a protection programme is given shape directly affects the behaviour of witnesses and the
behaviour of witnesses directly affects a project’s manageability. Since - as far as we are aware - little
or no attention has yet been paid to this either in existing research or in practice, the introduction of a
psychological or behavioural perspective formed the background to this research.

Chapter 1

1.2 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH
In the autumn of 2008, following a number of training sessions for the Witness Protection Unit (WPU),
the idea arose of setting up a research project centring on a psychological perspective on witness
management. The proposal was directly precipitated by the fact that it emerged from those sessions
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themselves and the members of the WPU problems as well as create security risks. It was also
here and which could provide handholds for successful diagnosis and intervention. Based on some
previous research and experiences of psychologists involved in protection programmes, two possible

1. First, there are indications that a large share of the problems can be explained by ‘normal’
psychological processes. Inclusion in a protection programme involves, to put it mildly, extreme
circumstances. In the most extreme case - when protected people are given a new identity - there is
an issue of ‘social death and rebirth’ (Montanino, 1984). Previous research implies that inclusion in
a programme leads to personal and social stress for a wide range of reasons: 1) because protected
1

Witness Protection Decree, 2005, Bulletin of Acts, Orders and Decrees 2006, no. 21.

2. Secondly, it emerged from the existing psychological intake in The Netherlands that there is relatively
antisocial behaviour, or even an antisocial personality disorder. The U.S. Marshals Service works
on the assumption that it is precisely the members of criminal networks with a strongly antisocial
little moral awareness, little sense of loyalty to others and concentrate primarily on satisfying their
own individual needs. There are also other disorders found in the psycho-emotional functioning of
witnesses. Witnesses may have developed anxiety disorders or post-traumatic stress, for example.
and externalisation (see for example Barbaranelli, Caprara, Rabasca, & Pastorelli, 2003; Blackburn,
and mood, while the second is associated with antisocial and aggressive behaviour (Krueger,
McGue, & Iacono, 2001; see also Blackburn et al., 2005). As a result of this, internalisation is
regarded mainly as being stressful for the person concerned, while externalisation is more outwardlooking and is therefore stressful to his or her environment (Krueger, 1999; Roysamb, et al., 2011).
Both internalising and externalising behaviour can lead to witnesses having trouble adapting and
therefore creating witness management problems.
Although the limited existing research provides some insight into the psychosocial implications
of participation in a witness protection programme, these conclusions are based on relatively old
studies. Also, the research relates to a very limited number of cases, in a primarily U.S. context, in
which the researchers have mainly examined the relationship between demographic variables and the
as the effects of new developments concerning witness protection. The increase in the number of
witnesses that end up in a protection programme on their own initiative (Fyfe & Sheptycki, 2006) is a
case in point. Neither does existing research provide much insight into how the possible implications
current project was to gain more insight into the effect of these factors from a behavioural perspective
so that these insights could then be translated into practice.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE PROJECT
With funding provided by the police, judicial authorities, and the University of Twente, the project
started on 1 January 2009 and ended with a concluding symposium on 22 June 2012. The content
with the 1st author (Dr Karlijn Beune) responsible for the project’s day-to-day implementation and
coordination. In that position she was regularly in contact with the WPU. In the context of the
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people have to ‘bury’ their previous identity and life, 2) they have to adapt to a new identity and
living environment, 3) they have a feeling that they are ‘outside of society’, 4) they have to lie about
their past and their true identity, 5) they often lose a social network of family and friends, 6) they are
unable to deal with the strict rules connected to inclusion in a protection programme and 7), last
but not least, owing to the fear of reprisals from the people they have made statements about. This
implies that the process of inclusion in a programme is for most people a drastic experience with
far-reaching consequences.
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study she also held exploratory interviews with various parties involved in witness protection from
a criminal investigation perspective, such as the crime squad and the Public Prosecution Service. A
core team was formed as a more day-to-day and practical sounding board, and there was also a more
various yields for the practical situation of witness protection.
PHASE 1: LITERATURE STUDY
A comprehensive literature review was carried out in the 1st phase of the study. The purpose of this
was to develop a psychological model based on previous research into witness protection. The model
was also extended on the basis of knowledge from phenomena related to witness protection. There
are various parallels to be drawn, for example, with the psychological aspects of:
- Kidnapping victims (life under threat; social isolation; loss of social identity);
- Refugees (need to change lifestyle, loss of social network; sense of being outside of society);
- Expats (adaptation to new living environment and additional cultural issues).

Chapter 1

This is important because these domains could also cast more light on process aspects; an acculturation
curve is observed among expats, for example (i.e. after an initial ‘honeymoon period’ there follows
a deep dip; Hofstede, 2001). Parallels can also be drawn with studies charting the process of forced
migration (see for example Fyfe & McKay, 2000b).
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The inventory also focused on charting a categorisation of the type of problems that are encountered
in the management of witnesses. This relates for example to behaviour that:
- Is characterised by many personal or family problems and therefore makes heavy demands on the
handlers and/or the deployment of external care workers;
- Creates direct safety risks, such as when witnesses seek contact with individuals from their
‘previous’ life;
- Endangers the programme, such as when witnesses seek contact with the press;
- Is characterised by aggression towards handlers and thus places their personal safety under threat;
- Undermines the credibility of the witness/testimony in court.
PHASE 2: CASE FILE ANALYSIS
protection programme began in the Netherlands in 1995. Although this data set has been available,
it has not been systematically analysed for the various characteristics of the cases. A secondary
analysis of this nature is extremely valuable since it gives an insight into the composition of (potential)
protection programmes and thus casts light on the context and possible prevention of various types
international context, a comparable study was carried out in a number of regions in Great Britain.
These regions can be compared in terms of their size to the Netherlands.
PHASE 3: MONITORING OF WITNESSES
The third phase of the project involved setting up a means of systematically monitoring the mood
and behaviour of witnesses and, if applicable, their family members. The purpose of this was to gain
insight into which problems were to be expected at which times and who they would affect. The
collected data could be taken to distil more general patterns in relation to the adaptation process, for
and the type of problems this may involve.

These interviews contribute to a necessary closer examination and serve to underpin the psychological
model that has been developed. Interviews can also provide more insight into the experience viewed
from the perspective of the protected persons. Finally, anonymised passages of interviews can be
used for information purposes, both for potential witnesses and for training people involved in witness
protection on the criminal investigation side. A compilation of interview passages has been shown at
the symposium.

1.4 PRACTICAL YIELDS
An important aim of the current research is to translate the insights obtained into practice, concentrating
on the various target groups. In practical terms the research has led to the following contributions:
- A generally informative article in the Tijdschrift voor de Politie (Police Journal) (2010), intended for a
broad (Dutch-speaking) audience;
- Direct cooperation between police and judiciary authorities in the development of a lesson
module for the Studiecentrum Rechtspleging (Training and Study Centre for the Judiciary) (SSR) in
association with the WPU and the coordinating psychologist of the Specialist Criminal Investigation
Applications Service of the Netherlands Police Agency;
- The provision of knowledge and infrastructure for training, education, information and peer review
for members of the WPU;
- The development of a system for monitoring the mood and behaviour of witnesses;
- The development of infrastructure for an information video for (potential) witnesses or further
research;
counterparts (including Great Britain, Germany and Canada);

held on 22 June 2012.
PREVIEW OF THE REPORT
The following aspects are discussed consecutively in the chapters below: in Chapter 2 we chart the
possible psychosocial implications of witness protection on the basis of existing literature on witness
protection and by identifying a number of related areas. A reviewed witness protection model has
been developed on this basis. A close look is taken at various parts of the model in the sections that
of witnesses in the Dutch protection programme. This data is also compared with the results of a
the facts to the contextual factors of a protection programme. The results are based on the systematic
monitoring of the mood and behaviour of witnesses over an eighteen-month period. Finally, Chapter
5 sets out the implications of the study and the resulting recommendations.

The management of protected witnesses: breaking new ground in criminal investigation

PHASE 4: PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
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CHAPTER 2
THE PSYCHOSOCIAL
IMPLICATIONS OF WITNESS
PROTECTION: A MODEL
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is intended to clarify the potential psychosocial implications of witness protection and
the implications of the protection of witnesses and their families. The starting point of this ‘classical’
research into witness protection is that a protection programme is stressful for all witnesses and can
lead to adaptation problems. The process that witnesses go through is also compared to that of forced
migration (cf. Fyfe & McKay, 2000b). This is addressed in more detail in section 2.3. A number of
to the potential psychosocial implications of witness protection. A distinction is made between
situations in which people are (felt to be) more or less enforced included in the programme and those
in which people join it more of their own accord. We also make a clearer distinction between the
various types of consequences of participation in witness protection. In addition to the psychological
implications, this includes high-risk behaviour (e.g. violating agreements) or interpersonal implications
(e.g. aggression towards the WPU members). Finally, section 2.5 discusses how people generally
cope with stress and the factors that may intensify or mitigate the implications of a witness protection
programme. This culminates in a revised model for the process gone through by protected witnesses.

2.2

INSIGHTS GLEANED FROM EXISTING RESEARCH

Chapter 2

In view of the covert nature of witness protection it will come as no surprise that there is little empirical

and mid-nineties in the United States by Fred Montanino and Wilhelmina Koedam respectively
(Montanino, 1984, Koedam, 1993). Montanino’s research included a survey held among 24 witnesses
in which the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS) functioned as an intermediary between the researcher
and the witnesses. Koedam’s research is based on her experience as a clinical psychologist and is
based on case studies from her practice. Koedam’s dataset is based on interviews with witnesses
in the American witness protection programme (WITSEC of the USMS). The third study was carried
out in Strathclyde, Scotland, and is based on data collected during a study into the intimidation
of witnesses by suspects (Fyfe & McKay, 2000a, 2000b). This dataset consists of interviews with
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witnesses provided by the police.
The studies of Montanino and Koedam mainly describe the potential causes of stress among
witnesses. The research of Fyfe and McKay goes a step further by describing the various stages that
witnesses go through in time. What these three studies have in common is that they argue that taking
part in a witness protection programme is stressful and has far-reaching implications for witnesses
and their families.
2.2.1. SOURCES OF STRESS
There are mainly three mutually related aspects of witness protection that exert psychological
pressure on witnesses and can lead to stress. First, witness protection can cause stress through the
experienced threat and fear of reprisals resulting from the fact that witnesses make statements in

Finally, witnesses may suffer from a feeling of helplessness regarding how they want to and are able
to live their lives under such circumstances. In the early stage of witness protection in particular
witnesses face involuntarily restrictions to their liberty in everyday life and strict rules and procedures
governing how they undertake and develop activities. They are not allowed to make contact with
family and friends on their own initiative, for example, and family visits are only possible to a limited
extent. Communications are monitored and regulated and certain places or locations have to be
avoided. These restrictions are of vital importance to guaranteeing the safety of witnesses but can
also cause psychological pressure owing to the experienced lack of autonomy (Fyfe, 2005; Fyfe &
McKay, 2000b; Koedam, 1993). A reduction in autonomy may for example be accompanied by more
negative emotions and less psychological wellbeing (Fischer & Boer, 2011; Tay & Diener, 2011). The
contrast with a witness protection programme can be particularly strong in the case of people who
have always been accustomed to autonomy and being able to quickly satisfy their needs (Koedam,
1993).
Existing research also suggests that the extent to which witnesses experience stress and the related
and environmental factors (Montanino, 1984).
2.2.2 THE EFFECT OF INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCES
This section discusses a number of demographic and environmental factors included in the research
of Montanino (1984) which could affect the experienced stress and possible adaptation problems.

Psychosocial implications of witness protection: A model

as a primary source of stress the fact that protected witnesses have had to ‘bury’ their former identity
and life, whilst also having to adapt to a new identity and living environment (Montanino, 1984). This
is expressed, for instance, in the loss of a family name and the need to continuously lie about who one
actually is and what one has done and achieved in the ‘previous’ life. Witnesses often spend the rest of
their lives fearing that they will be recognised. This is accompanied by an ongoing feeling of alertness
in social interactions and can lead to witnesses withdrawing, leading to their becoming increasingly
isolated (Koedam, 1993). It is also frequently the case that existing contacts with family and friends
are severed or - at least - drastically reduced, whilst new contacts are always overshadowed by the
need for secrecy about the past (Fyfe & McKay, 2000a, 2000b). The social safety net of family and
friends is thus eliminated. The stress caused by this biographical and social uprooting can seriously
affect the self-image of witnesses (Giddens, 1991).
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AGE
Age turns out to be a clear indication of the extent to which a relocation is experienced as being
stressful. The older the witnesses, the more stress they experience in adapting to a new living
environment. One explanation for this is that an older person has more personal history to conceal in
a new setting; there are simply more matters about which he or she has to lie or ‘pretend’ (Koedam,
1993). It is also true to say that the older someone is, the more one leaves behind (Montanino,
1984). Older people have generally formed their social network to a greater extent than young people.
others, friends or a social network than their younger counterparts (Charles, 2010). It is notable that
to a new identity than young ones. Although this relationship is less pronounced than others, it seems
that as people get older they build a stronger self-image by gaining life experience and self knowledge

(cf. Charles, 2010). It could be for this reason that less importance is attached to outward identity
changes, such as a change of name, or how one comes across to others.
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
Montanino (1984) also notes in his research that witnesses with a higher level of education appear
accompanied by more ways of adequate coping (Adler, 1977), participating in a witness protection
This adverse effect appears to arise primarily from the consequent role loss and the effect this has on
one’s personal identity.

Chapter 2

ETHNICITY
Another factor that appears to affect the perception of stress among witnesses is ethnic background.
Montanino (1984), for example, notes that ethnic minorities experience more stress when having to
assume a new identity than indigenous American witnesses. In the case of minorities in Western,
more individualistic countries, this generally concerns people from more collectivist cultures.
Individualism-collectivism refers to the extent to which people can be regarded as autonomous and
individual-oriented versus being embedded in groups and community-oriented (Hofstede, 2001).
In collectivist cultures the family and social networks of people are of great importance (Adair &
Brett, 2005; Triandis & Suh, 2002). Enforced relocation, as in the case of witness protection, uproots
people from where a family has sometimes lived for generations, but also disrupts the social network
in which people are embedded. Social uprooting thus mainly adversely affects people from more
collectivist cultures (Hwang, Xi, Cao, Feng, & Qiao, 2007). The same can also be said of certain
communities within national cultures that are strongly based on social networks. Examples include
close Christian communities (e.g. Mormon communities or such as living in the so-called Bible Belt
in The Netherlands).
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FAMILY COMPOSITION
It is notable that witnesses experience less stress by relocation if they take part in a witness protection
programme alone rather than together with others (Montanino, 1984). According to Montanino the
inclusion of children is experienced as being especially stressful. One explanation for this is the fear
that children will let something slip (Koedam, 1993). On the other hand, the responsibility parents feel
for their children and possible adaptation problems experienced by the children could also play a role
here.
THE ROLE OF LOCATION: URBAN VERSUS RURAL
to their new environment than people used to living in a more rural area. This could be explained by
the fact that it is more usual to know more about people in a rural area than in the city, where there
is more social distance between people. For that reason the chance of detection when relocated to
a rural area could be bigger. However, Montanino also notes that city dwellers generally appear to
adapt better than people arriving from a rural area. This suggests that the type of area from which
people arrive - rather than that to which they go - is a predictor for how witnesses will respond to
being relocated to a new living environment (Montanino, 1984). Montanino (1984) offers as a possible
explanation for this by suggesting that city dwellers are generally more accustomed than their rural
counterparts to an anonymous existence in which others do not know much about them. That could

et al., 2007).
TIME
Finally, it appears to be the case that accumulating experience with a new identity serves to reduce
identity perceivably decreases after approximately a two-year period. This period can be regarded as

are integrated in their new setting, but is also because in the meantime witnesses have gained more
experience in playing their new ‘role’.
These concepts are shown in relation to each other in Figure 2.1. This model will be referred to as the
classical witness protection model.
Figure 2.1

The classical witness protection model
Individual
characteristics

Threat & fear of
reprisals
Biographical and
social uprooting

Stress

Adaptation problems

Strict rules & procedures

Psychosocial implications of witness protection: A model

identity. The stress of adapting to a new living environment also appears to reduce substantially after
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In order to further map out the process over time, the following section discusses the research of
Fyfe and McKay (2000b), which provides a theoretical framework to present the various stages
that protected witnesses go through. In this model they compare the various stages of a witness
protection programme with the various stages of forced migration. They argue that (1) the reason for
departure in both cases is fear, (2) the people involved in both situations experience limited autonomy
in relation to the decision-making process once it has been decided to depart (see also Black, 1991;
Richmond, 1988) and (3) in both situations people are confronted with comparable psychological
challenges. This includes feelings of homesickness and uprooting, social isolation and distrusting a
new environment (Shapiro et al., 1999).

2.3 A PROCESS OF FORCED MIGRATION
The model of Fyfe and McKay differentiates between four consecutive stages, each with their own
and resettlement (Boyle, Halfacree, & Robinson, 1998, pp. 191-194; Fyfe & McKay, 2000b).
ACUTE THREAT
of witnesses. Fyfe and McKay focus on three aspects in which the threat can manifest itself: (1) in
the physical setting such as in the areas or locations where witnesses are located, (2) in the social
relationships they have with others and (3) in the habits and routines to which they are accustomed.
It is interesting to note that the witnesses indicated that most of the threats and intimidation were
experienced at home. The fact that witnesses are intimidated in their own homes constitutes not only
a physical threat but also affects the psychological security of witnesses (Giddens, 1991). Also, most
of the witnesses have some kind of relationship with the suspect. A threat could arise, for example,
in a case where somebody gives testimony against a former acquaintance or when a suspect is in
the direct circle of a witness’s relatives or acquaintances. Finally, the threat may be expressed in the
freedom of movement of witnesses or members of their family. Witnesses are continuously on their
guard because they fear that the suspect knows that they have spoken to the police. This often results
in these people changing or limiting their daily routines. This can also lead to witnesses increasingly
tightening up the safety measures around their homes (Fyfe & McKay, 2000b). As soon as witnesses
come to the conclusion that the threat is (too) serious and that precautionary measures are no longer

Chapter 2

THE DECISION TO LEAVE
In common with other migration processes, there can be various factors underlying the actual
decision to leave. According to Fyfe and McKay (2000b), the main reason for witness protection is
the fear of reprisals that forces people to look for a safer place to stay elsewhere. Social and cultural
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they know that if it becomes known that they have spoken to the police they will be repelled form
their previous living or working community. The wish to secure the future for their family may also be
a contributory factor. Moreover, contact with people able to bring about witness protection may also
create a practical opportunity to have the departure facilitated. Once witnesses have made the actual
decision to take part in a witness protection programme there follows the third stage: the stay in a
temporary accommodation.
LIFE IN A TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
escape the acute threat. It is generally the case that people experience a strong feeling of relief
at the beginning of this stage because the immediate threat has been removed. However, other
than with family members that are relocated with them, the witnesses do not have any contact
with counterparts who are going through the same situation. This generally makes it impossible or
of social support that the initial feeling of relief can give way to a feeling of uncertainty about the
future. The feeling of having a lack of control about the situation and social interactions may also
lead to witnesses experiencing anger in this stage. This could be explained by normal daily routines

of forced migration, where permanent settlement takes place.
PERMANENT SETTLEMENT

someone behaves, the harder it becomes to protect them without being noticed (Koedam, 1993). It
is also the case that only legal and demonstrable income and assets are eligible for compensation.
That may lead to a discrepancy if a large amount of the income is not demonstrably legal. Neither
does taking part in a witness protection programme automatically lead to debts being written off
or witnesses being able to start again with a clean criminal record (Tijdschrift voor de Politie, 2010).
Witnesses with criminal assets in particular may therefore be disappointed by their new standard of
living.
Also, it is particularly during this stage that witnesses are confronted with the fact that they will
generally still have to give testimony in court. This will often - once again - evoke acute feelings of
being under threat. Fyfe and McKay indicate that the court proceedings often mark the transition to
the new existence: for as long as witnesses have yet to appear in court there will not generally be
room for anything else in their minds, but once the proceedings are over attention shifts to building
up their new existence and the accompanying challenges.
However, the biggest challenge facing witnesses is the need to develop a (new) stable self-image
for the rest of their lives. Furthermore, the feelings of biographical continuity and ontological security
are often chronically disturbed (Giddens, 1991) and witnesses are very much aware of the potential
risks they are taking. Seeing something as ordinary as a car from their previous place of residence,
for example, could make witnesses think that they have been discovered by their intimidators or that
they would be better off completely avoiding certain situations (Fyfe & McKay, 2000b, p. 88). It is
for that reason that learning to cope with interrupted biographical continuity and developing a new
successfully building up a new existence. The various stages and their characteristic elements are
shown in diagram form in Figure 2.2.

Psychosocial implications of witness protection: A model

where they can safely build up their ‘new’ existence. Although witnesses indicate in the interviews
with Fyfe and McKay that they are very relieved once they have found a safe place to live, they are
confronted with a number of (psychological) challenges in this stage. In practice witness protection
means that wherever possible a new situation is created that is similar to the previous one (the ‘likefor-like’ policy; Fyfe & McKay, 2000b, p. 86). A problem may arise if witnesses were accustomed to
leading an extravagant, exciting life and had large sums of (criminal) money at their disposal. A life
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Figure 2.2

The process of forced migration in graph form

ACUTE
TREAT

Expressed in:
Locations

DECISION
TO LEAVE

TEMPORARY
ACCOMMODATION

Motives:
Primary:
Fear (of death)

Relationships
Routines

Response:
Relief

PERMANENT
SETTLEMENT

Challenges:
Future
expectations

Uncertainty
Also:
Social
Cultural

Anger

Testifying in
court
Development
of (new)
self-image

Facilitation

It can be concluded from the above discussion that witnesses are confronted with new challenges and
a changing situation during each stage. This calls for various skills among witnesses at various times.
Witnesses initially have few ways of changing potential stressors, for example, but the possibility of
autonomy increases as their protection programme progresses.

Chapter 2

2.3.1 AN AUGMENTATION OF THE CLASSICAL WITNESS PROTECTION MODEL
Although existing research provides important insights regarding the implications of witness
protection, there are a number of aspects that remain underexposed. The current literature focuses
mainly on the implications of people being biographically and socially uprooted, but nothing is known
about aspects such as witnesses’ responses to (involuntary) limitations of their freedom or restrictions
in building up a new life. In research conducted into the implications of detention, for example, longor deprivation can lead to suppressed rage or reduced impulse control (Gorski, 2001; in Bogaerts &
Polak, in print). A valuable addition could therefore be made to the existing literature by supplementing
it with research into situations in which the parallel is drawn not only with the ‘migration’ domain but
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domains include detainees or hostages, for example.
Additionally, the classic model of witness protection assumes a process of forced migration. However,
strictly speaking all witnesses have the choice of whether to become protected witnesses, but they
generally differ in how they experience the extent to which they make this choice voluntarily and
autonomously (cf. Richmond, 1988). The sociologist Anthony Richmond (1988) argues in his work
that people’s decision to leave is generally characterised by a situation located somewhere between
or panic in a crisis situation in which the people involved feel that they have few alternatives. On the
of relocation. In that case, the individual makes the more autonomous choice that more will be
gained by leaving than by staying, both in material and symbolic respects (Richmond, 1988, p. 18).

nothing is known about the implications for pull witnesses. The question remains, for example, of
whether the assumed stressors have a similar effect on push and pull witnesses alike, or whether
there are differences (cf. Richmond, 1988). Research has also shown that people are better able to
cope with stress if they experience a feeling of control or say regarding the situation (Connor-Smith
& Flachsbart, 2007). The feeling of being able to direct one’s own actions - ‘agency’ - also proves to
be an important buffer against the risk of suicide (Johnson, Wood, Gooding, Taylor, & Tarrier, 2011).
In other words, the extent of proactiveness and autonomy experienced in the run-up to a witness
protection programme can affect the psychological response of those concerned (cf. Richmond,
1988). Research into forced migration, for instance, shows that stress resulting from migration is
less likely to lead to depression when people experience a high - rather than low - degree of control
over the events in their lives. This feeling of control protects them against the possible adverse
effects of stress (Hwang et al., 2010). That is why it appears appropriate to make an addition to the
classical model of witness protection based on research areas that differentiate between proactive
and reactive representation.

actively used as a means of criminal investigation and where witnesses present themselves with
information. This is increasingly leading to other - more calculating or opportunistic - motives for
becoming protected witnesses, such as plea bargaining (Fyfe & Sheptycki, 2006). Research into
forced migration shows that the psychological implications of migration are different for people who
leave because they are seeking better future prospects compared to people who feel compelled
migrants) are often more strong and enterprising than average and regard themselves as being
free in their choice to leave. Conversely, the second group (the ‘push’ migrants) is not necessarily
adapting. They also have an above-average chance of facing adverse effects in the long-term, such
as experiencing chronic stress, depression and anxiety (Shapiro et al., 1999, p. 97). If the process
that witnesses go through can be placed in analogy with that of (forced) migration, this would
mean that the psychological implications for push and pull witnesses are fundamentally different,
depending on the reason for taking part in a witness protection programme.
Furthermore, classical research has not yet paid much attention to witnesses’ ways and means of
coping with stress. The initial lack of social contacts and autonomy could contribute to witnesses
have fewer ways of adequately coping with stress (Valentiner, Holahan, & Moos, 1994). Individual
differences also play a role in how people deal with stress. The way people deal with stress is generally
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feels forced (‘pushed’) to leave because the current situation is regarded as being untenable. The
second person experiences the departure as being voluntary and is attracted (‘pulled’) by the positive
prospects offered by leaving. This person adopts a more proactive and calculating stance to the
decision to leave (Richmond, 1988; see also Segal, 2002; Shapiro, et al., 1999). In analogy to this we
can differentiate between witnesses who are not yet known by their potential attackers or the police
and who voluntary decide to approach the police with information, and witnesses who are already
being extorted or threatened or who are approached as witnesses by the police because they turn up
in an investigation. The term pull witness
will be referred to from here on as push witness. This distinction is important for two reasons:
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referred to as ‘coping’ (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007). Coping is described as the efforts someone
makes to adapt to stress by making changes to the stressor, the way of viewing the stressor or the
emotional response to it (Nijdam, Olff, De Vries, Martens, & Gersons, 2008). Inadequate coping can
amplify the impact of witness protection (Giddens, 1991) and could explain why witnesses appear to
have an above-average chance of problems such as depression and suicide (Koedam, 1993, p. 364).
of a protection programme. Finally, although current research based on the forced migration model
gives a rough indication of what witnesses go through in the various stages, it is not clear which
actual circumstances are related to the mood and behaviour of witnesses. This report contains the
results of a systematic monitoring of a number of witnesses in order to gain a clearer understanding
of this aspect. These results are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
In short, the existing research into witness protection remains limited and additional insights are
an additional literature study into related, relevant research areas, focusing on points such as the
differences between push and pull circumstances. This is followed in section 2.5 by a discussion
of various coping strategies and their possible effectiveness (or lack of effectiveness) under certain
circumstances.

2.4 INSIGHTS GLEANED FROM PARALLEL FIELDS OF RESEARCH

Chapter 2

research areas as described above in this chapter. What the research domains discussed below have
in common is that they are associated to a greater or lesser extent with anxiety or threat. They also
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2.4.1 AN OVERVIEW OF RELATED FIELDS OF RESEARCH
Based on the migration literature a rough distinction can be made between three categories. They
concerns disaster victims
also exposed to extreme circumstances (Bland, O’Leary, Farinaro, Jossa, & Trevisan, 1996). These
people generally have no other choice than to leave because the place where they live has been
seriously damaged or destroyed. The second category concerns refugees who feel compelled to
leave the place they call home and look for better living conditions (see for example Richmond,
1988; Shapiro, et al., 1999). The reasons for leaving are mixed and the departure is experienced as
not being entirely voluntary (Segal, 2002; Segal & Mayadas, 2005). The third category comprises
people who make a relatively proactive decision and voluntary move to a new destination. These are
people who are temporarily stationed abroad for their work (expats; see for example Hofstede, 2001;
Selmer, 2001). Expats are relatively unlikely to be exposed to extreme conditions and are attracted by
the opportunities their departure gives them, such as being able to travel or learn about a different
culture. A typical characteristic of the forms of migration described above, is that people leave their
of research the main point of focus is therefore the psychological response to the situation, the
implications of this ‘social uprooting’ and the adaptation to a new living environment. The acute threat

literature review. Since this is just one study, the results have been integrated with the research
into victims of hostage-taking and kidnapping. The literature review in these areas also focuses on
the effects of impairing a person’s (social) identity, which is particularly true for kidnapping victims
(Giebels et al., 2005). A corresponding characteristic for victims of kidnapping and hostage-taking is
that contact with the outside world is restricted and they are not free to come and go as they please.
These aspects are related to the dimension of social uprooting and isolation. A comparable process
affects people held in captivity, such as detainees (see for instance Arrigo & Bullock, 2008; Ashkar &
Kenny, 2008; Kentsmith, 1982; Van der Ploeg & Kleijn, 1989).
Finally, witness protection involves people experiencing certain restrictions in terms of rules and
procedures, in the building up and shaping of their future. People held in detention, but also the
chronically ill go through comparable processes (see for example Dobbie & Mellor, 2008; Harris,
of research primarily consider the effects of involuntarily restriction of freedom and social isolation.

additional literature review into the psychological implications of witness protection.
In addition to the division into themes, a distinction is also made by the type of response exhibited by
those involved. A distinction is made between three psychological responses:
1 The emotional response: which may or may not take place consciously in response to a given
occurrence (cf. Frijda, 1986; Lazarus, 1991). The emotions can be divided into basic emotions
(cheerfulness, anxiety, anger, sadness) - primary emotional responses to a situation in which there
of cognitive information processing (e.g. shame and guilt, Zinck & Newen, 2008).
2 The cognitive response
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Other research in which the experience of a clear and present threat of being killed is addressed, is
that performed into victims of hostage-taking and kidnapping (Giebels, Noelanders, & Vervaeke,
2005; Neria, Nandi, & Galea, 2007). A second research domain in which this is the case, concerns
threatened politicians. Although there is next to no literature available on this subject, a study was
carried out fairly recently for the National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (NCTV). This
study included desk research into the psychosocial effects of threat and security, supplemented with
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which certain personal convictions play a role (Zinck & Newen, 2008). Examples include feelings of
powerlessness or helplessness or experiencing a lack of control over the situation.
3 The long-term response: complaints and disorders that occur and continue as a result of being
unable to adapt to the situation. These effects do not generally occur until one or a few months after
a traumatic event has taken place (DSM-IV-TR, 2000).
The results of the literature review are based on a total of 64 studies and an overview of the studies
is given in Figure 2.32.

2

The complete report on the literature study, including the methodology and detailed list of references is available on
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DOMAIN
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EMOTIONAL
RESPONSE

COGNITIVE
RESPONSE

LONG-TERM
RESPONSE

• Expats (n = 17)

• Fear
• Cheerfulness

• Boredom
• Loss of identity

• Depression

• Refugees (n = 6)

• Fear
• Anger
• Hostility
• Shame
• Guilt
• Betrayal

• Loss of control
• Uncertainty about the
future

• Depression
• PTSD

• Disaster victims (n = 9)

• Fear (of death)
• Panic
• Sadness
• Anger
• Hostility

• Helplessness
• Disbelief
• Uncertainty about the
future
• Feeling unsafe
• Bewilderment
• Loss of control

• Depression
• PTSD

• Victims of hostage-taking
and kidnapping and
threatened politicians
(n = 16)

• Fear (of death)
• Panic
• Anger
• Shame
• Guilt
• Humiliation

• Helplessness
• Disbelief
• Uncertainty about the
future
• Boredom
• Loss of control
• Loss of self-image

• Depression
• PTSD

• Detainees (n = 13)

• Fear / panic
• Sadness
• Anger
• Frustratie
• Shame
• Guilt
• Pride

• Disbelief
• Boredom
• Loss of autonomy
• Loss of control
• Little freedom of movement

• Depression
• Impulse control disorder

• The chronically ill (n = 3)

• Fear (of death)
• Anger
• Sadness
• Frustration
• Humiliation

• Helplessness
• Denial
• Uncertainty about the
future
• Loss of control
• Worry
• Adverse effect on self-image

• Depression

2.4.2 PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES
In the sections below we discuss the dominant psychological responses that can be linked to the
various typifying aspects of witness protection. A response is described as being dominant if it occurs

EMOTIONAL RESPONSE
Figure 2.3 shows that there are strong similarities between the emotional responses reported in
the various research domains. Those concerned appear to experience mainly the primary emotions
anxiety and anger, but secondary emotions such as shame and guilt also arise relatively frequently.
Anxiety is felt most strongly in situations involving threat and loss of identity and is characterised
primarily by panic and fear of death. This is in keeping with research showing that witnesses respond
to threat with feelings involving fear of death and/or reprisals (Fyfe, 2005; Koedam, 1993). It is notable
that people’s behaviour is affected not only by conscious thoughts of death; research shows that

subconscious thoughts of death can also have adverse effects (Routledge et al., 2010). This leads for
example to reduced contentment in life and experienced vitality, an increase in negative feelings and
persistent anxiety. There was also a perceivable increase in the avoidance of social contact, especially

COGNITIVE RESPONSE
Strong similarities are also found regarding the cognitive response. Those concerned experience a
loss of control in all cases, for example. In the case of forced migration and victims of kidnapping
and disasters, this is usually accompanied by uncertainty about the future. It can also be seen that
a threat and a loss of identity evoke feelings of disbelief, which is also the case with people faced
by limited freedom of movement. A notable difference is that threat and loss of identity generally
appears to be accompanied by helplessness and limited freedom of movement with boredom. This
difference in cognitions could be explained by the impact of the events. According to the crisis theory
of acute grief, the direct impact of an event such as a disaster gives rise to feelings of disbelief and
bewilderment (Lindemann, 1994). This often makes people unable to gain an overview of the situation
helplessness (Johnson et al., 2011). Imprisonment, on the other hand, is accompanied by the fact that
people are unable to divide up their days as they would like to. This can result in boredom (Ashkar &
Kenny, 2008), especially if the restricted freedom lasts for a longer period of time (Bonta & Gendreau,
1990). It is also found among expats that initial feelings of euphoria can make way for feelings of
boredom (Hofstede, 2001).

of detainees. This could be explained by the fact that detainees have taken the various consequences
of their behaviour into account prior to their criminal activities. Such procedural information can
increase the feeling of control among people, leading to a decrease in feelings of uncertainty (Giebels
et al., 2005). Research also shows that previous exposure to moderately stressful circumstances
enables people to adapt more effectively to new stressful situations (Seery, Holman & Silver, 2010).
The criminal ‘experience’ of witnesses could thus lead to their experiencing less uncertainty when
faced by setbacks, serving as a potential buffer against stress. In line with this, research into youth
detainees shows that detainees who have already experienced detention employ more effective
coping strategies compared to those without that experience (Mohino, Kirchner & Forns, 2004). It
does however seem that a different type of stress is experienced. ‘Newcomers’ experience more
uncertainty than experienced detainees, for example, while more ‘experienced’ detainees experience
more stress resulting from the loss of control and restriction of freedom (Harvey, 2007; cited in Van
der Laan, et al., 2008, p. 49). It is worth pointing out here that it appears in particular to be the
perception of stress that determines whether previous stressful experiences form a protective factor
against complaints or, conversely, form a risk (Nijdam, et al., 2008).
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Research into emotions in stressful situations also shows that people who face chronic stress exhibit
more aggressive behaviour than those not expressed to high stress levels on a virtually daily basis
(Sprague, Verona, Kalkhoff & Kilmer, 2011). This connection is fully explained by feelings of hostility
(a ‘mediation effect’) and mainly affects people who are not easily able to regulate their emotions at
a cognitive level. When people are placed under chronic pressure feelings of hostility can therefore
increase the chance of aggressive behaviour, especially if there are signs of reduced cognitive
functioning.
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LONG-TERM RESPONSE
experienced in the long term in the form of depression or, in some cases, a post-traumatic stress
disorder (see for example Bogaerts & Polak, in print; Lazaratou et al., 2008; Nijdam, et al., 2008). A
large scale study into migration has shown, for example, that the chance of depression is considerably
greater in the case of forced migration than in a comparable population group (Hwang et al., 2010).
Detainees appear to differ to some extent from the other groups with regard to the long-term effects.
In addition to depression, impulse control disorders are also found to occur. Impulse control disorders
take the form of being unable to resist an impulse, urge or temptation, which is harmful to the person
himself or to others (DSM-IV-TR, 2000). Research has shown that detainees are often more impulsive
than non-detainees and that their impulsiveness gets them into trouble and leads to their arrest (Arrigo
& Bullock, 2008; Van der Laan, et al., 2008). This can develop further during detention into an impulse
control disorder (Gorski, 2001).
2.4.3 THE EFFECT OF A PROACTIVE APPROACH
Taking the number of responses as a measure of the extent to which a certain situation has psychological
implications for those concerned, we see that the pattern of responses within the migration domain
is in line with our expectations. The situation appears to have the fewest implications for expats (a
total of 5 responses). On the other hand, considerably more psychological responses are reported
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appears to underpin the gradation we have proposed (face validity). The number of psychological
responses is the lowest under the most proactive circumstances and the highest under the most
reactive circumstances.
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It seems that fewer negative emotions are evoked if those concerned are relatively proactive in the
run-up to relocation. It is even accompanied by cheerfulness, in which those concerned are excited
about the adventure they are about to embark upon (Hofstede, 2001). There is a notable difference
between refugees and disaster victims. Whereas disaster victims experience mainly primary emotions
such as extreme forms of anxiety, refugees experience mainly secondary emotions, such as shame,
guilt and betrayal. Research has shown that a lack of most primary necessities of life (food and
accommodation) is strongly related to primary negative emotions, such as sorrow and anger (Tay &
Diener, 2011). This is a basic emotional response to the situation in which no information processing
takes place. This is either because the situation is not cognitively complex (Zinck & Newen, 2008)
or because the impact of a situation is so severe that those concerned are not able to process the
However, in the case of refugees the emphasis is placed on adapting to a new living environment
and the challenges it entails (Markovizky & Samid, 2008). Some time after the relocation, the primary
necessities of life make way for new expectations and needs regarding social relationships and work
(Adler, 1977). This is followed by a cognitive evaluation of the situation, social relationships being
entered into and future expectations. This process is accompanied by more complex emotions, such
as shame and guilt (Zinck & Newen, 2008). This reasoning is in line with the pattern of emotions in
Figure 2.4, in which the presence of the various psychological responses is shown per domain in
graph form.

degree of proactiveness in the run-up to relocation affects the nature and intensity of the emotional
ability to take a proactive approach to the situation increases. This is in keeping with the model for
(forced) migration of the sociologist Anthony Richmond (1988). The processes that disaster victims
go through are especially characteristic of the initial stage of (forced) relocation, the ‘deterioration
stage’ (Markovizky & Samid, 2008). The responses of refugees, on the other hand, especially typify
the stage in which people try to adapt to the new living environment and often experience culture
shock or homesickness (Hofstede, 2001; Lysgaard, 1955). This suggests that the type of response and
its intensity changes with the course of time. This reasoning is in line with recent longitudinal research
into the ability of migrants to psychologically adapt (Markovizky & Samid, 2008).
Psychological effects as a function of the degree of proactiveness.
PROACTIVE

REACTIVE

EMOTIONAL
RESPONSE

EXPATS

REFUGEES

DISASTERS
VICTIMS

COGNITIVE
RESPONSE

Anxiety

I

I

I

Insecurity

Panic

I

Uncertainty

I

I

Fear of death

I

Loss of control

I

I

I

Disbelief

I

I

Bewilderment

I

Helplessness

I

Anger

I

Sorrow
Cheerfulness

I

Hostility

I

Shame

I

Guilt

I

Betrayal

I

I

LONG-TERM
RESPONSE

EXPATS

REFUGEES

DISASTERS
VICTIMS

Depression

I

I

I

I

I

PTSD

PROACTIVE
EXPATS

REACTIVE
REFUGEES

DISASTER
VICTIMS
I

Boredom

I

Loss of identity

I

In sum, the results of the literature review suggest that the implications of enforced relocation depend
in part on the degree of proactiveness experienced by the people concerned in the run-up to the
relocation. This implies that the psychological consequences are not the same for all witnesses
but that how witnesses ‘arrive’ at the start affects how they go through the protection programme
programme is greater and more negative for push witnesses than pull witnesses. It is mainly the
(lasting) experience of limitations that seems to form a burdening factor for pull witnesses.
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Figure 2.4
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Of course, an important addition to the above is that the effects of witness protection do not necessarily
affect all witnesses to the same extent. How well someone is able to deal with such a situation and is

2.5 RESILIENCE AND COPING
The ability to withstand stress is referred to as ‘resilience’ (Johnson et al., 2011; Seery et al., 2010).
trauma, tragedy and threats of violence (Charney, 2004). The factors that make people more resilient
relationship between stress and its effects (Nijdam et al., 2008). Factors that make people resilient are
found both in their person, such as the effect of the personality variable emotional stability, and in the
situation. The latter case relates to the question of whether people are able to successfully mobilise
resources. Resources play an important role in the Conservation of Resources Theory (COR; Hobfoll,
1988; Hobfoll, 1989). This refers to both material and intangible matters, such as property (house,
argues not only that the loss of sources is an important cause of stress, but also that resources
are important as protection against losses and are needed to recover from them. One of the most
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that people awaiting forced migration experience fewer symptoms of depression if they feel that they
receive a large amount of social support than if they experience a small amount of social support
(Hwang et al., 2007). The lack of social support and isolation often experienced by protected persons
(Koedam, 1993) causes them to miss an important resource that could make them more resilient to
stress at the beginning of a protection programme. This could intensify the stress caused by witness
protection (Fyfe, 2005; Fyfe & McKay, 2000b).
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Exposure to stress can also exhaust people’s psychological buffers, which is also because the loss
of sources has a disproportionately strong impact (Hobfoll, 2011). The effects of this usually become
apparent in the long term. Lengthy periods of stress can increase the chance of depression in the
long term (Ensel & Lin, 1991; Hwang et al., 2007). How resilient (or vulnerable) people ultimately are
is strongly related to how they cope with stress (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007). The individual
ways in which people deal with stress is referred to as ‘coping’: the conscious and intentional efforts
made by a person to regulate the setting or his/her response to it under stressful conditions (Compas,
Connor-Smith, Saltzman, Thomsen, & Wadsworth, 2001; Olff, Langeland, & Gersons, 2005).
COPING WITH STRESS
There are several frameworks for classifying coping strategies3
whether a person actively applies an approach-oriented response towards a stressful event – so called
‘engagement coping’ – or tries to get away from the stress (or stressor) and/or accompanying feelings
– which is called ‘disengagement coping’ (Compas et al., 2001; Skinner, Edge, Altman, & Sherwood,
2003). People may set out to reduce the stress they experience by using narcotics, for example. This
is also referred to as palliative coping and aimed mainly at damping down stress (Olff, 1999; see also

focused coping) and the use of negative feelings that are evoked by a stressful event (emotion-focused coping;
Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007).

Nijdam et al., 2008). Another frequently used distinction is aimed at changing the source of stress and
accompanying emotions (primary control coping) versus adapting to the source of stress (secondary
control coping; Rothbaum, Weisz & Snyder, 1982). If emotions are managed in a constructive,
regulated manner, this is referred to as mixed emotional coping (i.e. a combination of controlled
and uncontrolled manifestations). When emotions are expressed in a hostile or uncontrolled manner,
this is referred to as negative emotional coping. Although none of these dimensions in itself offer a
can be clustered in a hierarchical framework (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007). This framework is
also visualised in Figure 2.5.
Hierarchy of coping strategies

Problem
solving
Instrumental
support
Primary
control

Emotional
support
Social
support

Emotion
regulation

Engagement
coping

Distraction

Cognitive
restructuring
Secondary
control
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Acceptance
Coping
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Denial
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Withdrawal
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COPING
Connor-Smith and Flachsbart (p. 1081) point out that coping strategies cannot be universally regarded
as effective or ineffective but that it is generally true to say that problem-focused, proactive, primary
and secondary control coping are better predictors of physical and mental health than avoidant
and unregulated emotion-based coping (Compas, et al., 2001; Stanton, Danoff-Burg, Cameron, &
Ellis, 1994). Seeking distraction, for example, may contribute to being able to adapt better to the
situation, while avoidant coping is related to experiencing more unpleasant thoughts (Connor-Smith &
Flachsbart, 2007; Wegner, 1994). Although avoidant coping may be effective in the short term when
it comes to not being overwhelmed by emotions, it leads in the long time to incessantly heightened
feelings of stress (Olff, 1999; Olff et al., 2005). Avoidant coping may also be dangerous in high-risk
situations if those concerned fail to function adequately owing to the avoiding behaviour (Nijdam et
al., 2008; Vaernes, 1982). It is possible, for example, that witnesses will not take security measures
seriously because they deny the presence of a threat (Koedam, 1993). Persistently avoidant coping may
also, for example, be accompanied by high-risk behaviour such as drug abuse. Similarly, if a person is
unable to adequately express or regulate his emotions, this not only has adverse implications for the
person himself but may also lead to aggressive behaviour towards others (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart,
situation and the coping strategy employed, the extent to which people believe that they are able to
factor is given in Box 2.1.

aspects.
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strategy (Valentiner et al., 1994, p. 1095). Negative effects appear to occur mainly when
people set out to manage uncontrollable situations with problem-focused coping and
controllable situations with avoidant or negative emotional coping (Strentz & Auerbach,
stressful event and the coping strategy that people use, they will generally be better able
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& Folkman, 2006; Park, Folkman, & Bostrom, 2001). It turns out in practice, for example,
that proactive coping that fails to make allowance for this may lead to frustrations and
increased negative emotions (Chesney, et al., 2006; Rothbaum, et al., 1982).
A second factor that contributes to the success of coping is ‘
’ (Benight
& Harper, 2002). Research has shown that a reduction in psychological distress is caused
not so much by (changes to) coping strategies as such, but more by the fact that people
themselves believe that they are able to deal with the situation effectively (Chesney et al.,
2006). Research into forced migration, for example, shows that the mere fact of believing
that things will turn out well can ensure that a new place is settled into better than if that
belief is not present or is present to a lesser extent (Hwang et al., 2007).

perceived control and stress. That implies that if a high level of control is experienced,
people who believe that they are able to exercise control over events that they go through
(an ‘internal locus of control’) have a lower cortisol level than people who are convinced
that events only happen to them (an ‘external locus of control’; Bollini, Walker, Hamann,
& Kestler, 2004). There are also other personality traits that affect coping. A high level of
extraversion, for example, is positively related to the use of problem solving strategies
and seeking social support, while neuroticism is related negatively to problem solving
but positively to seeking social support and the use of drugs (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart,
2007). In the clinical domain it mainly concerns personality disorders as expressed in
DSM-IV-TR (2000). An important distinction here is that between As-I (clinical) and As-II
and more reference is now being made to the latent factors underlying these dimensions:
internalisation and externalisation (see for example Barbaranelli, et al., 2003; Blackburn,
et al., 2005; Roysamb, et al., 2011; see also Chapter 1). Both highly internalising and
externalising personalities will be less able to deal with stressful events (Blackburn et al.,
2005). Stressors will have an especially strong impact on internalising individuals, who
will sooner fall back on palliative or aggressive forms of coping. It is important to note
this because there are also signs that the effect of personality increases under stressful
circumstances (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007).

The above also refers to an important addition to previous research. Although it is not surprising
that both classic research into the implications of witness protection and the analysis of related
domains focuses strongly on the more intrapersonal psychological effects, it would be interesting
to additionally chart two other types of effects. One of these could be high-risk behaviour, such
as breaking agreements on matters such as contacting people from the past. Also there could
be undesirable interpersonal responses, such as aggressive or, conversely, extremely dependent
behaviour in relation to WPU handlers.
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personality (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007).
People may differ in the extent to which they experience control over events in their lives,
including witness protection. This personality predisposition is also referred to as the locus
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model shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6

A psychosocial model of witness protection: version 2.0
Individual
characteristics

Coping

Push vs. Pull

Psychological implications
(e.g. depression, PTSD)

Threat & fear of
reprisals
Biographical and
social uprooting
Strict rules & procedures

Stress

High-risk behaviour
(e.g. breaking agreements)
Interpersonal implications
(e.g. aggressive behaviour)

Another important addition to the model is that the experienced stress and the implications of a
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emphasis is placed on the emotional impact of the process on witnesses and their family members.
This is accompanied by a feeling of helplessness and uncertainty about the future (Fyfe & McKay,
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about six months attention shifts towards more social needs and the need for autonomy, such as
immediately after the relocation migrants face a personal crisis in which they are thrown back to more
basic needs. This process is also referred to as culture shock (see also Hofstede, 2001; Lysgaard,
1955). The extent to which those concerned are able to deal effectively with the new situation appears
to be related to how well they are able to deal with the resulting frustrations and stress (Adler, 1977).
Expectations also appear to play an important role in people’s ability to adapt following relocation. As
mentioned above, research into forced migration shows, for example, that those who anticipate that
their new life will be better than their previous one have a smaller chance of suffering from depression
than those who expect a deterioration to follow the relocation (Hwang et al., 2007).
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CHAPTER 3
WITNESS PROTECTION IN
THE NETHERLANDS FROM
1995 TO 2011: THE FACTS
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

a more general description is given of the witness protection programmes4 in the Netherlands in the
report. They are:
- Demographic aspects, such as age, sex, nationality and level of education.
- Background aspects
witness protection;
- Criminal aspects, as described in the judicial documentation and the type of (criminal) witness
that the police and judiciary encounter. To what extent have witnesses also been suspects and/or
detainees during witness protection, and should they be regarded as push or pull witnesses?
To establish whether the Dutch situation is unique or follows more universal patterns, we have
collected comparative data from four counterparts in Great Britain5. The geographical area covered by
these four counterparts can be compared to the Netherlands in terms of area and living environment
(both urban and rural areas). The information about the British cases is however only available since
2001, and most of it since 2008. The details will therefore have to be interpreted with a degree of
caution. The report on the results focuses mainly on the witnesses because they are the de facto
reason for witness protection and form the centre point of a witness protection programme.

3.2 METHOD

Chapter 3

systematically collected on the basis of a standard checklist, supplemented where necessary by a
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All witnesses for whom exploratory investigations led to an ‘intake’ were included in the current
study. The intake is the point at which detailed information is collected from witnesses, the witness
protection programme is outlined and an assessment is made of whether witnesses are mentally
capable of being included in a protection programme (Tijdschrift voor de Politie, 2010). Projects in
which contact with protected witnesses was only very limited, such as in cases of a request for
assistance or when the contact did not go beyond the exploratory phase, were not included in this
was available (25% or more missing variables) were left aside. The Dutch random sample ultimately
consisted of 86 projects and, accordingly, 86 witnesses (82.7% of the total). An overview of the
commencement of these projects since 1995 is given in Figure 3.1.

4
5

Referred to below as ‘projects’.
Although the method in Great Britain is similar to that in the Netherlands, the system is differently organised.
In total, there are 43 regions in Great Britain, 7 of which took part in this study. These 7 regions are organised in
4 witness protection units (WPUs). Recently, the independent WPUs started to collaborate with a national Central
Witness Bureau, which is intended to create more national coordination and cooperation. The CWB management
selected the counterparts mentioned above and asked them to participate in this study.

Figure 3.1

Overview of projects initiated in the Netherlands per year

Figure 3.1 shows that an average of about 5 cases a year culminate in the commencement of a
witness protection programme. This number appears to be fairly stable, with a number of notable
peaks in 1998, 1999, 2005 and 2007. This has to do with a number of major criminal proceedings
that were started and/or took place in those periods. There are two points that should be borne in
opened per year and not the total number of cases per year. The majority of the projects cover several
years. Thus, as time goes on there is a cumulative effect on the number of ongoing projects being
overseen per year (see Figure 3.2). It should also be noted that these are the projects in which the
witness and the witness protection team ultimately decide to hold an ‘intake’ for a witness protection
programme (see Tijdschrift voor de Politie, 2010). Projects discontinued in the exploratory stage are
not included. Therefore, the amount of new programmes in 2008 and 2011 appears to be relatively
low.
Finally, the end date for 16 projects (20%) is not known. For the end date it has been decided to
operate the date on which the termination agreement is signed by the witness(es) and the State. Older
projects, prior to 2000 in particular, have been less well documented than the projects thereafter.
These projects have been wound down in the course of years, but it is not known precisely when. In
Figure 3.2 these projects have (for the time being) been left aside (see overleaf); as a result of this the
total number of projects a year is slightly lower than in Figure 3.16.

6

A virtually comparable pattern is obtained by replacing the missing end dates with the start date plus the average
duration rounded off downwards (3 years).
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Figure 3.2
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3.3 RESULTS
Given below is an overview of the research results, starting with a general description of the projects
(section 3.3.1), followed by a description of the demographic aspects of the protected witnesses in
this study (section 3.3.2), background aspects (3.3.3) and criminal aspects (3.3.4.). The Dutch projects
will be discussed in all cases, and a comparison will be made with the British projects wherever
possible.

Chapter 3

3.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECTS
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DURATION
The average duration of a project at the time of measurement is 3.2 years (SD = 3.5). That implies
that the witnesses in this study spend an average of just over three years in a witness protection
programme, but that this varies sharply (range
number of projects (n = 8) are of long duration (i.e. 8 years or more), whilst most of the projects have
a duration of 1 to 5 years.
PROTECTED PERSONS
In total, the 86 projects involve 164 people, slightly more than half of whom are protected witnesses
(52.4%). The other people are witnesses’ partners (14.6%), witnesses’ children (31.7%) and other
family members (1.2%). Overall, a similar pattern was found for the British projects: the two biggest
groups of protected persons are witnesses and witnesses’ children (88.1% of the total compared
to 84.2% in the Dutch projects). In the British projects there are proportionally fewer partners
accommodated than in the Dutch ones, and slightly more other family members (see Figure 3.3). This
is explained by the fact that a number of partners in the British projects are also witnesses themselves.
The presence of these ‘partner-witnesses’ could also explain some other differences in the data. In the
British projects, for example, there appears to be a higher percentage of witnesses accommodated
with family members (see the section below) and a lower percentage of witnesses with a criminal
record than in the Dutch projects (see section 3.3.4).

Percentage of persons in the projects

Witness

Witness

Partner

Partner

Child

Child

Other family

Other family

COMPOSITION OF THE PROJECTS
The composition of a project shows who a witness is accompanied by in a witness protection
programme. Figure 3.4 shows that most Dutch witnesses take part in witness protection alone
(57.0%) or together with their families (30.2%). Relatively few witnesses are accommodated alone
with their partners (10.5%) or with other family members (2.3%). It is notable that the majority of
witnesses in the British projects are accommodated together with their family (50.0%) and that the
percentage of witnesses accommodated with other family members is higher than in the Netherlands
(12.5% and 2.3% respectively). The relatively large number of families placed in the British projects is
in line with indications of the composition of the American witness protection programme, in which
many families are included as well (WITSEC; Koedam, 1993).
Figure 3.4

Composition of the projects

Witness alone

Witness alone

Witness with partner

Witness with partner

Witness with direct family

Witness with direct family

Witness with other family
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AGE AND SEX
The mean age of all people in the Dutch projects is 38.3 years (range = 69 years), in which the age
of the witnesses and partners averages around 46 years and that of the children around 19 years.
The overall ratio is 63.3% men and 36.7% women. If we break this down for the witnesses and their
family members or relations we see that the percentage of women compared to men is very high,
especially among the partners and other relations (95.0% and 100% respectively). The male-female
ratio among children is virtually the same and among the witnesses the percentage of men is (much)
higher, showing that almost 80% of the witnesses in the Netherlands are male. Although this pattern
is comparable with the British projects, the male-female ratio is slightly more balanced here and the
average age is slightly lower (see Table 3.1). The characteristics of the witnesses are covered more

Table 3.1

Age and sex of the total group of protected persons
Witnesses

Partners

Children

Others

NL

UK

NL

UK

NL

UK

NL

UK

46.2

32.9

46.5

34.8

19.4

10.6

n/a

38.4

Male

82.6%

53.1%

5.0%

40.0%

53.8%

58.8%

0.0%

17.7%

Female

17.4%

46.9%

95.0%

60.0%

46.2%

41.2%

100.0%

83.3%

Average age

3.3.2
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF WITNESSES
The literature review in Chapter 2 shows that demographic characteristics of witnesses such as age
and educational level could affect the extent to which protected witnesses experience psychological
effects as a result of being included in a programme. These characteristics are charted below.
AGE AND SEX
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witnesses are male (82.6% compared to 17.4% female). Although this applies to both Dutch and
British projects, it should be noted that this difference is more prominent in the Dutch projects than
the British ones (82.4% male vs. 53.1% male). The average age of the witnesses is 46.2 years with
a range of 49 years. For the British projects this is 32.9 years with a range of 46 years. This implies
that the British witnesses are slightly younger than the Dutch ones, which could be explained by the
fact that the British projects include more witnesses from (youth) gangs7. The issue of youth gangs
remains a relatively unfamiliar phenomenon in the Netherlands.
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NATIONALITY
The witnesses in this study include a total of over 15 different nationalities. To rule out the possibility
of details from this study being traceable in any way to people and/or operational information, we
decided to make use of cultural clustering rather than national cultures when reference is made to
culture. Cultural clusters provide important ways of categorising various countries on the basis of
their similarities and differences (Gupta, Hanges & Dorfman, 2002). Based on comparative research
in 61 countries, Gupta and colleagues demonstrated that countries can best be categorised on
the basis of 10 cultural clusters (see Appendix IV). Countries such as Great Britain and the United
States thus come under the Anglo-Saxon culture cluster and countries such as the Netherlands and
Germany under the Germanic European culture cluster. Figure 3.5 provides an overview of the various
nationalities of witnesses (nNL = 86; nUK = 92). We see here that most of the witnesses in Dutch
projects have the nationality of a country from the Germanic-European culture cluster (74.1%) and
most witnesses in the British projects have the nationality of a country from the Anglo-Saxon culture
cluster (90.6%). This can of course be largely explained by the fact that this study was carried out
in the Netherlands and Great Britain. Other relatively frequently occurring nationalities include East
European nationalities (NL = 10.6% vs. UK = 1.6%) and Latin-American nationality (NL = 5.9% vs. UK
= 3.1%). Arabic (NL = 3.5% vs. UK = 1.6%) and Latin-European nationality (NL = 3.5% vs. UK = 0.0%)
and Southern Asian nationalities (NL = 1.2% vs. UK = 0.0%) are relatively infrequently encountered.
There are no witnesses with a Northern European or an African nationality. Both the Dutch and the
British projects are therefore diverse in terms of the various nationalities, although this is slightly more
true for the Dutch projects (26.2% of the nationalities are other than the dominant cultural cluster vs.
9.4% in the British projects).
7

This difference is explicitly raised by the British WPU members.

Figure 3.5
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EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
Information about educational level is available for 63 of the 86 witnesses in the Netherlands. Of these,
have completed lower vocational education8. Finally, 23.8% have completed intermediate vocational
education and 17.5% higher education (see Table 3.2). In the English projects the educational level
of 83 of the 92 witnesses is known. Almost half of the witnesses have at least completed secondary
education (45.3%). Relatively few witnesses have completed intermediate vocational education
(1.2%), which may be explained in part by the differences in the education systems of the Netherlands
and Great Britain, where vocational education as we know it is less common. It is notable that 26.5%
of the witnesses in the British projects whose educational level is known have not had any education,
as compared to 0.0% in the Dutch projects. Also, 3.6% of the witnesses in the British projects are still
at school, which is in keeping with the younger age structure in the British projects.
Table 3.2

Educational level of witnesses

Educational level (% of number known)

% NL

% UK

No education

0.0

26.5

Primary education

22.2

9.6

Secondary school and lower vocational education (Dutch VMBO)

36.5

42.2

Intermediate vocational education (Dutch MBO)

23.8

1.2

Higher education (Higher Professional Education and university)

17.5

16.9

Still at school

0.0

3.6

Educational level unknown (% of total)

26.7

9.4

3.3.3 BACKGROUND ASPECTS OF WITNESSES
Life as a protected witness involves making many changes. A number of aspects of the living
situation of witnesses prior to witness protection are described in this section as a basis for making
pronouncements about the potential (psychological) effects of adapting to a new living environment.
relocated in the context of witness protection. A second aspect is the question of a religious
8

Based on the available data it is not possible to differentiate between the various levels of education at secondary
school.
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events (see, for example, Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007). The Dutch and British data are combined
for these two variables in order to rule out the possibility of individual and/or operational information
being derived from the data. Finally, the family situation of witnesses prior to witness protection has
been charted in connection with the possible social implications of a witness protection programme9.
CULTURE AND RELIGION
Table 3.3 shows the living situation of witnesses prior to witness protection. Most of the witnesses
lived in countries from the Anglo-Saxon (51.1%) and Germanic-European (41.1%) culture cluster.
These clusters also include - but are not limited to - the Netherlands and Great Britain, the countries
from which witness protection teams took part in this research. A small percentage of the witnesses
(4.5%) lived in Latin-America or other parts of Europe (3.4%). This implies that –to a small extent- the
Witness Protection Team members encounter witnesses that are relatively unfamiliar with Western
European or Anglo-Saxon culture. The religious background of about 60% of the witnesses is not
known. A variety of religions (see Table 3.3) are known for the other 40%. It is notable that it turned
religious beforehand, but were converted during their participation. There was also a witness who
conceived and practised a religion of his or her own devising.
Table 3.3

Living situation prior to witness protection

Situation-based characteristics beforehand

Percentage

Country of residence (merged)

Anglo-Saxon
Germanic-European
East European
Latin-European
Latin-American

51.1%
41.1%
1.7%
1.7%
4.5%

Religion (merged)

Chapter 3

Not religious
Anglican
Islamic
Catholic
Mormon
Protestant Christian
Conversions
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3.2%
8.6%
4.9%
10.2%
0.6%
11.7%
3.3%

Family situation (NL only)

Single
Permanent relationship, co-habiting and/or married
Permanent relationship, co-habiting and/or married with
children
Co-habiting with other family members

9

These details are only available for the Dutch projects.

33.3%
26.2%
38.1%
2.4%

situation beforehand with that during witness protection. This concerns, for example, the situation of
a permanent relationship without children. Figure 3.6 shows that the percentage of witnesses with a
permanent partner prior to the programme is larger than during the programme, which implies that
these relationships have been severed either by the witness or because the partner did not want to
continue life as a protected witness. In cases of a family with children, there is also a difference in the
same direction, but to a lesser extent. This suggests that a family situation remains more intact during
the programme than a relationship with a partner alone.
Figure 3.6

Family situation prior to and during witness protection
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FINANCIAL SITUATION

of the projects10, we see that the majority of the other witnesses had a legal or illegal income, or a
combination of the two (43.0%). Also, about a third of the witnesses only had debts prior to witness
protection. A small percentage of the witnesses had no income or capital but no debts either (3.5%)
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FAMILY SITUATION
Over half of the witnesses in the Dutch projects had a permanent relationship, whether or not combined
with children, before being placed in a witness protection programme (see Table 3.3). About a third of
the witnesses were single and in 2.4% of the cases the witness lived together with family members
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could be important with a view to establishing a possible motive for witness protection. Witnesses
sometimes regard witness protection as a way of starting a new life and clearing their debts, for
example (Koedam, 1993; Fyfe & McKay, 2000b).

10 This relates mainly to the somewhat older projects from 2000 and before, for which less background information is
available than for more recent projects.

Figure 3.7

Financial situation
Financial situation unknown
Legal or illegal income
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Legal or illegal income and debts
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3.3.4 CRIMINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WITNESSES
Previous research suggests that a large proportion of the witnesses have a criminal background (see
for example Fyfe & Sheptycki, 2006; Koedam, 1993). The judicial documents on Dutch witnesses
have been obtained to gain a clearer understanding of the (criminal) background of these witnesses
and the types of offences they have committed. This information was available for 73 witnesses. It
was not possible to obtain this information for the other 13 projects (mainly projects from the period
1995-2000), but the details were largely supplemented with documentation from the WPU. Where
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also looked at the extent of pro-activeness among witnesses in bringing about the witness protection
(push vs. pull witnesses). Finally, we chart the development of the criminal characteristics in time.
Since less detailed judicial documentation is available about the British sample, we begin with a more
general description of the Dutch and British data. That is followed by a closer look at the criminal
characteristics of the witnesses in the Netherlands in particular.
JUDICIAL DOCUMENTATION, GENERAL
The results show that by far the majority of the protected witnesses have convictions for criminal
offences. In the Dutch projects this is 79.1% of the total number of witnesses (n = 86). The most
common offences involve property crime (33.8%), such as fraud, theft and fencing. Also fairly
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as murder and manslaughter, coercion and assault. There are substantially fewer witnesses who have
projects (n = 92), 60.9% have a criminal record, with most of them being accounted for by violent
crime (38.5%), other offences including minor offences (35.5%) and drugs offences (20.5%).
SUSPECT AND/OR DETAINEE
Of the witnesses in the Dutch projects (n = 86), 40.7% are themselves suspects in the case in which
they gave testimony and over a third (38.4%) were detained during the programme (or part of it) (see
Figure 3.8). A similar pattern is found for the British projects (n = 92), although the percentages are
somewhat lower. As previously mentioned, this could be explained by the fact that some of the British
witnesses are partners of another (criminal) witness. To explore this possible explanation, we compare
the data for the witnesses and partners in the British projects with regard to the criminal characteristics.
The results show that there are more criminal characteristics among the witnesses than their partners:

only 20% of the partners have a criminal record, compared to 60.9% of the witnesses. There are no
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WITNESSES WITH A CRIMINAL RECORD IN THE NETHERLANDS
It proved possible to obtain the criminal record of 58 witnesses. The average number of offences per
Min = 1, Max = 70) and the average number of offences for which these witnesses
were convicted is 9.7 (Min = 0, Max = 51). The sentences mostly consisted of imprisonment (25.9%) or

dismissal or the charge of the public prosecution service not being admissible. Finally, 3.4% of these
witnesses have been given a suspended prison sentence, whether or not with community service.
It also emerges that witnesses with a criminal record have come into contact with the judicial
authorities for various different types of offences. For 37 witnesses there are 1 or 2 types of offences
per criminal record, with drugs or property offences frequently occurring in combination with violence,
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keeping with the reasoning outlined above.

more different types of offences per criminal record. The combinations of the above offences are also
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as car theft or drinking and driving. The average number of offences for witnesses with a criminal
record with 1 type of offence is 10.4 (Min = 1, Max = 36), with 2 different types of offences 12.3
(Min = 3, Max = 70), and with 3 or more 23.4 (Min = 4, Max = 70). The average number of convictions
is M1offence = 5.0 (Min = 0, Max = 26), M2offences = 7.6 (Min = 0, Max = 51) and M3+offences= 15.5
(Min = 2, Max = 50).
PUSH VERSUS PULL WITNESSES
To chart the pro-activeness of witnesses in the protection programmes we have indicated on the basis
of information provided by the WPU for each project the extent to which witnesses can be considered
to be compelled or voluntary. Witnesses who found themselves in a situation where there was already
an actual threat and/or who were approached by the police/judicial authorities for information because
they came up in an investigation, are designated as push witnesses. Witnesses who approach the

authorities voluntary and on their own initiative with information without this being preceded by a
direct threat, are designated as pull witnesses.
Based on the WPU information, 13 of the 86 witnesses can be designated as pull witnesses (15.1%). If
the absolute numbers are compared it seems that pull witnesses are mainly those with criminal records
(10 pull witnesses with a criminal record vs. 3 pull witnesses without a criminal record respectively).
However viewed as a percentage, the ratio between push and pull witnesses is virtually the same
among witnesses with and without a criminal record. In other words: 16.7% of the witnesses without
a criminal record can be considered to be pull witnesses, compared to 14.7% of the witnesses with
or detainees during the witness protection, there are two notable aspects. The percentage of noncriminal pull witnesses who are also suspects (25.0%) is slightly higher than the percentage of noncriminal pull witnesses that are not suspects (14.3%). Conversely, criminal pull witnesses appear to
occur mainly in the category of people who are not themselves suspects but who have been detained
(41.7%). This percentage is high compared to non-suspects and non-detained witnesses (12.0%) and
both suspect and detained witnesses (10.0%; see Figure 3.9).
Figure 3.9
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DEVELOPMENTS IN TIME
Finally, in Figure 3.10 we have set out the criminal records of witnesses in the Netherlands in the
period 1995-2011. This shows that in each year the percentage of witnesses with a criminal record
was at least 60% each year, other than in 1999 (25%). This reached 100% in more than half of

characteristics of witnesses (see Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.10

The development of criminal characteristics over time
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who are also suspects and/or detainees during witness protection appears to be fairly stable.
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3.4 CONCLUSION
protection programme in the Netherlands during the period 1995-2011. They also provide an
international comparison with four British counterparts that jointly cover a geographical area similar
to that of the Netherlands. The results show that the projects are highly diverse in terms of both
composition and cultural background. More than 15 different nationalities were reported in the
current research. The composition of project varies, although most witnesses have been placed alone

or with a family in a witness protection programme. Most of the witnesses are male and have criminal
records. About forty per cent of the witnesses were also suspects in the case in which they gave
testimony and/or were held in detention during (at least part of) the programme.
A comparison of Dutch and British projects shows that they are highly similar: the same patterns are
found in both groups, which implies that certain characteristics of witnesses are sooner universal than
the Dutch and British projects are found mainly in the demographic variables such as age, sex and
nationality and who the witnesses are placed with. These differences arise in part from the fact that
the research was conducted in two different countries, so it is not surprising that there are nationality
differences. This could also have to do with the fact that in addition to the ‘regular’ criminal offences,
Great Britain also faces gang crime (including youth gangs) to a larger extent. This phenomenon is
younger on average and are more frequently placed together with a partner or family member than
in the Netherlands (cf. Bjerregaard, 2002). It could also explain why there is a more even division
between male and female witnesses in the British programmes.
An important observation is that witness protection in the Netherlands has continuously involved
in Great Britain and the U.S. (Fyfe & Sheptycki, 2006; Montanino, 1984). The percentage of criminal
witnesses was at least 60% a year, and in half of the years the percentage was even 100%. A notable
mark a turning point in that regard. Before then there we few or no pull witnesses. Since that time the
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CHAPTER 4
PROTECTION PROGRAMMES
IN DETAIL: THE MOOD AND
BEHAVIOUR OF WITNESSES
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4.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is based on the results of a systematic monitoring of witnesses and (where applicable)
their family members for a period of eighteen months. We have looked into the process protected
The discussion of previous and related research into protected witnesses in Chapter 2 has already
shown that life as protected witnesses can sometimes have a profound effect on their emotional
state and resilience. Although the response of witnesses appears to vary depending on individual
Montanino, 1984), existing research does not clearly show the actual effects this has on the mood and
behaviour of witnesses. Neither is it clear precisely which contextual factors are related to their mood
and behaviour. Based on the results of the monitoring, this chapter will explore the extent to which
witnesses’ individual characteristics may affect their response to a protection programme. We also
outline the context in which the protection programmes take place. Finally a case report is described,
relating the context of witness protection to the mood and behaviour of a push and a pull witness.
CHARACTERISTICS OF WITNESSES
Research suggests that the individual characteristics of witnesses may affect their mood and how they
cope with witness protection (see, for example, Montanino, 1984). It is however important to note
that previous research into the implications of witness protection assumes that witness protection is
Montanino, 1984). The current research assumes that this classic vision of witness protection applies
mainly to push witnesses but to a lesser extent to pull witnesses. In other words, the decision of push
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that they have few alternatives. On the other hand, the decision of pull witnesses to leave appears to
literature review in Chapter 2 suggest that people who proactively take the step towards (enforced)
relocation experience fewer negative consequences than those who feel forced to make such a move.
On that basis we expect that the results of the monitoring will show that pull witnesses hold up better
be more optimistic and cope more actively than push witnesses. Further study will also be conducted
into the extent to which this applies equally to witnesses in various circumstances (e.g. with and
without family) and to various types of witnesses (e.g. with and without a criminal background).
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THE CONTEXT: POTENTIAL STRESSORS
witness protection that they experience as being potentially stressful. Push witnesses feel compelled
to become protected witnesses in order to protect themselves against a threat and reprisals owing to
the testimony they have given in court (Fyfe & McKay, 2000a, 2000b). For pull witnesses that threat
and the chance of reprisals may be just as real, but it is the result of a well-considered choice. After all,
they decide more or less voluntarily to contact the police and/or judicial authorities with information.
The prospect of a possible threat and reprisals does not appear to be a decisive reason not to be a
witness. This suggests that the accompanying anxiety and stress felt by pull witnesses are either
present to a lesser extent than with push witnesses or that pull witnesses expect to be able to cope
well with such a situation. The threat and fear of reprisals therefore appears to be a source of stress
mainly for push witnesses. Existing research also shows that biographical and social uprooting are

that the circumstances in which the contact between a push witness and the WPU comes about
- outside of the standard contact moments - are related mainly to events that have to do with the
experience of a threat, fear of reprisals and being uprooted. In the case of pull witnesses, however, we
expect these circumstances to be related mainly to events that have to do with rules and procedures.
THE PROCESS IN TIME
As mentioned above, another factor that may affect the mood and behaviour of witnesses is the stage
the witnesses initially have a sense of relief when the acute threat is eliminated. However, for as
long as witnesses have not yet given testimony in court, this can get in the way of being able to
settle permanently and lead to anxiety (Fyfe & McKay, 2000a). A model that describes the pattern
of emotions following relocation is the acculturation curve of Hofstede (Hofstede, 2001; for a visual
depiction see Figure 4.1). The acculturation curve is based on longitudinal research into the migration
of expats (see also Lysgaard, 1955). According to the acculturation curve a short period of euphoria
is felt initially owing to the excitement of moving to a new country. These positive emotions appear
to be comparable to the relief that witnesses feel after being placed in a temporary accommodation
(Fyfe & McKay, 2000b). This euphoria usually proves to be of short duration, and is followed by a
culture shock: the confrontation with ‘real life’ in the new setting. Predominantly negative emotions
are felt during this period (Hofstede, 2001). The culture shock can have serious implications if people
are unable to cope adequately with the new situation and prevents people from being able to adapt to
the new situation (Segal & Mayadas, 2005). If people adapt successfully the culture shock gives way
to the process of acculturation; the actual adaptation to a new setting. People still initially experience
negative emotions, but their mood improves as they get a tighter grip on the situation. Finally,
Hofstede argues that people’s emotional ‘end-state’ is strongly related to the perception of the new
situation (i.e. after the relocation) compared to the old situation (living in the home situation). In other
words, people balance up the situation: is the new situation better, worse or the same compared to
the previous one (Hofstede, 2001)? It can be seen from the above that people’s emotions during the
adaptation process are related to the behaviour they exhibit. Persistently negative emotions can lead,
for example, to someone returning to the home country prematurely.
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important sources of stress for push witnesses (see, for example, Fyfe & McKay, 2000b; Koedam,
1993). In contrast, it seems that pull witnesses have themselves come to the conclusion that the
prospect of witness protection weighs up against the severance or limitation of personal relationships
(cf. Richmond, 1988; Segal & Mayadas, 2005). Being uprooted thus also appears to be mainly a
classic source of stress and is less applicable to pull witnesses. The opposite may be true for the
third characteristic of witness protection - coping with strict rules and procedures. The experience of
having little to say about the situation (Fyfe, 2005; Fyfe & McKay, 2000b), can be especially stressful
for witnesses who are accustomed to having high autonomy (Koedam, 1993). As such, we expect
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Figure 4.1

Emotions during the various stages

Positive

Emotions (0)

Negative
Euphoria

Culture shock

Acculturation

Stabilisation

In view of the parallels between the acculturation process and the process that protected witnesses
go through, it is interesting to establish the extent to which the mood and behaviour of witnesses
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direct indication of the possible psychological effects of a protection programme. Next to this, our
study also concentrates on two types of behaviour. First, it focuses on behaviour that says something
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chosen because people’s ability to solve problems under stressful circumstances - their ability to cope
- impacts their psychological wellbeing (see Chapter 2). We also look at the extent to which a witness
shows cooperative behaviour. As indicated in Chapter 2, stressful circumstances can affect people’s
behaviour in their interaction with others. When people are exposed to stress for long periods,
the feelings of hostility associated with that, can increase the risk of uncooperative, aggressive
behaviour towards WPU members (Sprague et al., 2011). Additionally, cooperative behaviour on
the part of witnesses is necessary in order to prevent high-risk behaviour, such as non-compliance
with agreements on protection and security. Monitoring active coping and cooperation is therefore
important not only to the wellbeing and management of witnesses and (if applicable) their family
members, but also to the protection and security of other people involved in witness protection, e.g.
for professional reasons.
STRUCTURE OF THIS CHAPTER
In this chapter we set out the results of a systematic monitoring of the mood and behaviour of
witnesses during a period of 18 months in the period 2010-2011. The aim of this is to establish which
factors may affect the mood and behaviour of witnesses and which contextual factors play a role
here. Also, a more exploratory look is taken at the implications for witnesses’ partners and children.
The report on the results starts with a general description of the data. We then go on to compare
the scores for mood, active coping and cooperative behaviour for various types of witnesses (e.g.
push/pull), those involved (witnesses, partners and children) and stages. Finally, the process that
witnesses may go through, is illustrated on the basis of a detailed case description of a push and pull
confronted with the need to adapt to their new living situation and setting.

4.2 METHOD

Following contact with witnesses the WPU members completed a questionnaire about the mood
and behaviour of witnesses and the circumstances in which the contact took place. The details of
14 witnesses, 5 partners and 5 (adult) children of witnesses were eventually charted in this way. Of 5
people, only 1 observation was available (4 witnesses and 1 partner). These people are not included
in the more detailed analyses. The overall random sample (including partners and children) ultimately
consisted of 11 men (57.9%) and 8 women. The average age was 42.2 years (Mwitness = 47.2; Mpartner =
47.0; Mchild
had been in witness protection for an average of 25.8 months, with a minimum of 1 month and a

who had already been in witness protection for more than 24 months (n = 6). This explains the average
duration of around 25 months. A total of 310 questionnaires were completed. The minimum number of

Table 4.1

Data overview

Filled in for

N

Total number of
observations pp

M number of
observations pp

Min. number of
observations pp

Max. number of
observations pp

Total

19

310

16.3

6

32

Witness (W)

10

152

15.2

6

30

Partner (P)

4

65

16.3

6

27

Children (C)

5

93

18.6

7

32

PROCEDURE

Protection programmes in detail: The mood and behaviour of witnesses

SAMPLE
Observation forms (referred to below as ‘questionnaires’) were systematically collected from a total of
24 people in the period from 14 March 2010 to 25 November 2011. The selection of these people and
this period were based on availability in terms of (physical) availability and time, subject to the principle

questionnaire about the behaviour of the people concerned. The WPU members were prepared by a
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members could tick the reason for the contact, on whose initiative it took place and whether the
contact was subject to any special circumstances. A total of 18 items were analysed on the basis of
9 questions related to: “What is the person’s mood during the encounter?” and 9 questions related
an item represented two extremes in a continuum, e.g.: “What is the person’s mood during the
encounter?” 1 = dejected, 5 = cheerful.
A total of 18 WPU members divided over 9 projects took part in the systematic monitoring. It is
generally the case that 3 WPU members are attached to each protection programme and maintain
contact with the witnesses and any family members in the relevant project in varied composition. The

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
- Type of witness. To establish whether witnesses can be considered push or pull witnesses, a
member of the WPU indicated for each witness whether that witness was compelled to undertake
witness protection owing to a concrete and existing threat and/or because he or she was already
subject of a police investigation (= push witness) or whether the witness contacted the police/
judicial authorities voluntarily and on their own initiative to provide information without there being
an acute threat (= pull witness).
- Family composition. To establish the extent to which the family composition of witnesses affects
their mood and behaviour during witness protection, the witnesses were categorised as 1) individual
participant (= alone), participant with partner and/or children (or children-in-law) (= together).
- Criminal background. The criminal background was included as a variable to establish the extent
to which the criminal background of witnesses is related to their mood and behaviour. This variable
is indicated in Tables and Figures with the term ‘JDS’, which refers to the Judicial Documentation
previous chapter, it was established for each witness whether they had a criminal record (JDS = 1)
or not (JDS = 0).
- Stages of witness protection. The data was divided into four stages to chart the ‘acculturation
curve’ for witnesses. The duration of these stages was laid down on the basis of longitudinal research
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months to two years and two years and longer. These stages were then labelled according to the
acculturation curve of Hofstede (2001) as Stage 1 - euphoria, Stage 2 - culture shock12 and Stage
3 - acculturation. The period after two years is labelled as Stage 4 - ‘stabilisation stage’. The number
of observation forms in each stage was as follows: Stage 1 n = 49 (Witness = 24, Partner = 11; Child
= 14), Stage 2 n = 48 (Witness = 30; Partner = 18, Child = 0), Stage 3 n = 27 (Witness = 21, Partner
= 6, Child = 0) and Stage 4 n = 186 (Witness = 77, Partner = 30, Child = 79).
- Type of person concerned. Although this chapter focuses on monitoring the mood and behaviour
of witnesses a more explorative look has also been taken at the possible implications for any
partners and children of witnesses, where 1 = Witness, 2 = Partner and 3 = Child.
DEPENDENT VARIABLES AND SCALE CONSTRUCTION
- Mood and behaviour. The items for measuring mood, active coping and cooperation of those
in Chapter 2, such as anxious vs. calm or stressed vs. Relaxed or hostile vs. friendly behaviour. We
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as the extent to which a person acts passively vs. actively or destructively vs. constructively. The
questionnaire contains a total of 18 items.
To reduce the 18 items to a limited number of distinctive psychological constructs, and to check
whether the three constructs mentioned before do actually occur, we conducted a Factor Analysis
analysis showed that the 18 items load on three different Factors with an eigen value greater than 113.
Together, the three Factors account for 67.6% of the variance (43.2% on Factor 1, 17.8% on Factor
with the other items (i.e. r < .30 with more than half of the other items). This concerns ‘dominant
12 NB. This term refers originally to the confrontation with other (national) cultures and values. In this study the term
refers to the confrontation with life under witness protection.
13 Principal Component Analysis, KMO = .92, Barlett’s Test of Sphericity < .001.

vs. subservient’ and ‘indirect vs. direct’. Possibly, the operationalisation of these behaviours was

that reason it was decided to construe the ultimate scales for Mood, Active Coping and Cooperation
on the basis of the four best score items (shown in bold in the table). The reliability levels of these
scales were good ( ’s respectively .88, .85 and .8714).
Table 4.2

Rotated components matrix
Factor

Item

Contrary - Compliant

1

2

.87

Forceful - Accommodating

.80

Hostile - Friendly

.79

Rebellious - Acquiescent

.79

Destructive - Constructive

.65

Stressed - Relaxed

.43

Uncertain - Self-assured

.58
.80
.73

Anxious - Calm

.31

.73

Dejected - Cheerful

.34

.71

Dependent - Independent

.43

.61

.59

.61

.40

Passive - Active (responding)
Avoiding - Problem solving

3

.83
.41

.74

Expectant - Bold

.49

.70

Passive - Active (encounter)

.32

.68
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were therefore eliminated from the dataset. As a result of this, the percentage of explained variance
increased to 71.7%. Interpretation of the data based on Varimax Rotation showed that the other items
scored on three distinctive factors that can be labelled as Mood (Factor 2), Active Coping (Factor 3)
and Cooperation (Factor 1; See Table 4.2). Table 4.2 shows that three items have a high cross loading
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- Contextual factors. In order to chart the circumstances under which contact takes place with
witnesses and any family members, 3 variables were examined during the monitoring process:
the reason for the contact, on whose initiative it took place and which special circumstances were
applicable to it.
- Reason for the contact. To establish the reason for the contact, the WPU members were able to
choose from 9 options in the questionnaire: regular visit, questions/explanation, violation of rules,
issuing a warning, personal problems, practical problems, security problems, follow-up or ‘other,
i.e....’ The answers to the latter question were categorised retrospectively.
minimum =.75 and
=.95). The overall scale averages are: Mood (M = 3.09, SD = 0.84), Active Coping (M = 3.06, SD = 0.74),
Cooperation (M = 3.36, SD = 0.76).
maximum

- Initiative. The WPU members were able to state on whose initiative the contact took place when
completing the questionnaire. They could choose from: the WPU, the witness, the investigating
- Special circumstances. 7 categories were included to establish the special circumstances

problems, ‘other, i.e…’. The special circumstances relate to temporary incidents that arise from the
situation surrounding a protection programme. Systematic problems, such as the use of medicines
related to existing disorders, are not included here. The open answers to ‘other, i.e....’ were charted
and coded, resulting in 14 categories divided over three domains (see Table 4.3):
- (1) Stress and potential stressors: references to experiencing stress and factors that are seen as
the severance of contact with family and friends, but also a family meeting under protected
circumstances. This category also includes references to events related to governmental rules
and procedures. Examples include frustrations with rules and procedures, but also the (perceived)
failure of the authorities to keep agreements.
- (2) The building up of a new life: this category includes factors that affect protected persons
from the beginning of the witness protection programme. These themes were established on the
basis of longitudinal research into migration (Adler, 1977; see Box 4.1). They include the building
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protection programme.
- (3) Safety and protection: this category covers all comments that have to do with the
(psychological) safety of the protected persons, as well as the safety of the WPU members.
Examples of practical problems include: those concerning documents and papers for witnesses,
or problematic behaviour such as aggression and the witness not keeping to agreements. This
category also includes relocation or the facilitation of the witnesses in court.
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RP

SU

BU

TF

SE

Code

Stress and potential stressors

Incl. agreements with the authorities,
(lack of) autonomy, freedom,
powerlessness

Rules & procedures

PR

WE

SC

FH

Code

The building up of a new life

Pronouncements concerning the start/
end of witness protection programmes

Start/end of programme

job, application/applying school/training

Work and education

Incl. building up/entering into new
contacts, alone, isolation, seclusion,
distraction

(Lack of) social contact

Incl. home, safe, secure

Feeling at home

Category

O

RE

PP

PB

PW

Code

Safety and protection

Other

Relocation to a new location or a
stay in temporary accommodation

Relocation

Practical problems

Incl. aggressive behaviour, not
keeping agreements, security

Problematic behaviour

Incl. interview, hearing, court, lawyer

Matters concerning the witnesses

Category

Protection programmes in detail: The mood and behaviour of witnesses

Incl. (lack of) contact with family/family
meetings, friends and/or other contact
from the ‘old’ life

Social uprooting

Incl. identity, ‘old’ life, interrupted
course of life, name (change), place/
date of birth

Biographical uprooting

Incl. fear, afraid, threat, threatened

Threat and fear (of reprisals)

Incl. (lack of) stress/stressed, tension/
tense, emotions/emotional, uncertain

Stress and emotions

Category
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Box 4.1

The building up of a new life

Research into migration shows that not only people’s emotions vary after relocation; their
psychological needs change as well (Adler, 1977). This research is based on the work of the social
psychologist Abraham Maslow, which assumes that people are driven by various basic psychological
needs that follow on from each other in a hierarchical framework (see Figure I). These needs are,
consecutively, the basic physiological needs (e.g. food and sleep), safety, belonging, esteem and
self-esteem and self-actualisation (Maslow, 1943, 1970). The basic notion is that lower order needs
must be met before a person can turn to higher ones.

Selfactualisation
Self-esteem

Belonging

(Physical and mental) safety

Basic physiological needs
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Adler (1977) has looked into the extent to which these psychological needs play a role in the process
of migration and has linked the various needs to concrete occurrences. These occurrences show
similarities with the process that protected witnesses go through. Adler describes how migrants
at home. He relates the social needs to building up a social network, usually after a period of
meaningful work (Adler, 1977). His research shows that the psychological needs of migrants vary
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6-12 months after relocation, contentment proves to be related primarily to having a job. This mainly
plays a role in making social contacts and does not (yet) have so much to do with job satisfaction.
After 12 months having social contacts is the most strongly related to contentment and after 24
months having meaningful work proves to be the principal psychological need of migrants.

4.3 RESULTS
This section begins with a general description of all the variables. We then test the differences in terms
of mood, active coping and coping for various groups. Finally, this is followed by a more qualitative

from the fourth - stabilisation - stage, this stage has been left out of the qualitative analysis.

4.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES

STAGES OF WITNESS PROTECTION
Table 4.4 shows how many questionnaires were completed in each stage. For the majority of witnesses
data is available from a single stage, e.g. the period of 24+ months. For these data the report is made
at a more general level, as set out in section 4.3.2. For two witnesses data are also available for several
stages, the euphoria stage (0-2 months), the culture shock stage (3-5 months) and the acculturation
stage (6-24 months). This concerns a push witness without a criminal background. This witness
was placed in witness protection with a family. The other witness was a pull witness with a criminal
witnesses are representative of the push and pull witnesses in the Dutch projects. They are both men
of a comparable age. Their cases are also in keeping with the description of the typical characteristics
of push and pull witnesses. A description of the push and pull witnesses at case level follows in
section 4.3.3.
Table 4.4

Number of questionnaires for witnesses per stage

Stage

Number of questionnaires (n = 152)

Euphoria (0-2 months)

24

Culture shock (3-5 months)

30

Acculturation (6-24 months)

21

Stabilisation (24+ months)

77

MEAN VALUES AND CORRELATIONS FOR THE KEY VARIABLES
Table 4.5 gives an overview of the mean values and correlations of age and gender, and the three
central dependent variables mood, active coping and cooperation. The table shows that the average
mood, active coping and cooperation are close to each other, slightly above the scale mean of 3. This
implies that the average scores of all those involved, indicate a slightly more positive than negative
mood, more active than passive coping and a more cooperative than uncooperative attitude. We
also see that mood, active coping and cooperation are positively related. This implies that the better
someone feels, the better he or she actively deals with potential problems and the more cooperative
he or she is. It is also notable that mood and behaviour are not connected to age and that the only
point established regarding gender is that women are slightly more inclined than men to apply active
coping strategies. A more detailed interpretation of this data follows in section 4.3.2.

Protection programmes in detail: The mood and behaviour of witnesses

SAMPLE
The ten witnesses that were monitored (2 women and 8 men) started witness protection in the period
2005-2011. There were 6 push witnesses and 4 pull witnesses. A total of 4 witnesses (1 woman and
3 men) participated on an individual basis. One witness started together with his family, but the family
left witness protection after 2 months. After that, the witness was alone. The other 5 witnesses were
placed under protection together with someone else. A total of 7 witnesses had a notation in the
Judicial Documentation System (3 push witnesses and 4 pull witnesses).
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M

SD

2.

3.

4.

5.

1. Age

47.2

9.65

-.55**

.01

.02

-.03

2. Sex

1.12

0.33

--

.14

.11

.17*

3. Mood

3.13

0.74

--

.65**

.54**

4. Active coping

3.18

0.69

--

.40**

5. Cooperation

3.26

0.83

--

CONTEXTUAL FACTORS
The WPU members were able to indicate the reason for the contact with the witness for each
questionnaire. They were able to choose from 9 options, including ‘other, i.e....’. Figure 4.2 shows
that the most frequently occurring reasons for contact with the witnesses in projects were regular
visits or follow-up of current matters (merged into 1 category; 50.4%) and matters that are placed
under ‘other’ (37.1%). Other relatively frequently occurring reasons are personal problems (5.5%) and
practical problems (3.5%).
Figure 4.2

Reason for the contact
Regular visit/follow-up
Questions/explanation
Violation of rules

37,1%
Issuing a warning
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50,4%
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Personal problems
Practical problems

1,3%
3,5%

Safety problems
5,5%
Other
0,6%

1,3%

0,3%

When the category ‘other’ is further broken down (see Figure 4.3) we see that frequently occurring
reasons for contact are: family contact (or its facilitation) (6.5%) or an interview being held by the
crime squad (4.5%), consultation on phasing out/ending a programme (4.5%) and consulting a lawyer
(3.9%). Other reasons were given on an incidental basis (5.8%), such as consultation with colleagues
of a foreign counterpart or a dental appointment. We also see that in some cases there were several
reasons for contact, such as the violation of rules and the issuing of a warning (1.9%) or personal

reasons, primarily concerning safety and protective measures, or facilitating protected persons.

Family meeting
Interview

5,8%

6,5%

Hearing
Meeting with lawyer

1,6%
4,5%

1,0%

Meeting concerning
phasing out/end
Relocation

2,9%
2,9%

4,5%

Job application/seeking work
Violation of rules & issuing
of warning

3,9%
1,6%

Personal problems &
safety problems
Other

INITIATIVE
In addition to the 4 options in the questionnaire, there were some cases in which several categories
were ticked or information was added. This information was taken up as a separate category. Most of
the contact took place on the initiative of the WPU (67.5%). Almost 10% of the contacts were on the
request of the witnesses (9.7%) and almost 9% of foreign counterparts (8.7%). In some cases contact
was made on the initiative of the court (2.3%), family (1.0%) or the lawyer (0.3%; see Figure 4.4).

Family;1,0

Court; 2,3

Lawyer; 0,3

WPU and persons concerned; 9,7
Counterpart personnel; 8,7
Tactical team; 4,8
Persons concerned; 5,5

WPU; 67,5
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Meeting concerning start/ build-up

1,9%
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SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
As mentioned above, the special circumstances refer only to temporary problems related to or arising
from participation in a protection programme. Figure 4.5 shows that in about a third of the cases there
were no special circumstances involved in the contact. When there were special circumstances they
of protected persons and/or their living environment did not play a role in the contacts during the
monitoring. It is also notable that about half of the special circumstances were described by the WPU
members as being different from those given above.

Figure 4.5

Special circumstances during contact
None

34,2%
50,3%
11,0%
0,6%
0,0%
3,9%

0,0%
Other

The special circumstances concern a total of 152 remarks, coded on the basis of Table 4.3. Since
several codes may apply to some situations (e.g. isolation and loneliness could also be experienced
as potential stressors or as being stressful), a code has been assigned to the description that best
lonely’ will be coded as ‘lack of social contact’. And ‘Contact without permission owing to emotional
dip’ will be coded as ‘stress and emotions’. The analysis shows that in 43 cases (27.6%) the special
circumstances related to potential stressors, in 48 cases (30.8%) to building up a new life and in 65
cases (41.7%) to safety and protection. Figure 4.6 graphically depicts each domain and the percentage
of special circumstances referred to within the domain.
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stress and potential
stressors have to do with social uprooting (40.9%). Examples of statements15 include:

As well as social uprooting, relatively frequent reference is made to experiencing stress and various
emotions (31.8%), such as:
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Another relatively large category is special circumstances concerning rules and procedures (15.9%).
Examples of remarks include:

15 The statements have been anonymised so that they cannot be traced.

Observations concerning threat/fear and biological uprooting occurred less frequently. Examples
include:
Wanted to phone family straight away and suddenly became tense and aggressive. Complained

Depiction in graph form of special circumstances per domain

Stress and potential stressors
Stress and
emotions
Threat and fear
(of reprisals)
Biographical
uprooting
Social uprooting

Building up a new life
Feeling at home
Lack of
social contact
Work and
education
Beginning or end
of a programme

Rules and procedures

Safety and protection
Matters surrounding
the testimony
Problematic
behaviour
Practical
problems
Relocation
Other

Regarding the domain building up a new life we see that most of the special circumstances have
to do with having or not having a job (39.6%) and (the lack of) social contact (37.5%). The noted
remarks show that it is especially the absence of these factors that puts people in a negative mood.
The following remarks are made, for example:

Protection programmes in detail: The mood and behaviour of witnesses

Figure 4.6
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Examples of observations regarding the experiencing of safety (feeling at home) or not and the
beginning or end of a programme are raised less often (10.4% and 12.5% respectively). Examples
of experiencing safety are:

An example concerning the beginning/end of a programme is:

Finally, in the domain safety and protection most reference is made to problematic behaviour
(28.1%) and other special circumstances (40.6%). Examples of problematic behaviour that were given
include:

Various observations are made in the category ‘others’, such as things that take place in all people’s

usually have to do with circumstances such as the absence of or incorrect documentation, such as a
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events that can be considered to be stressful or negative. The results may therefore give a somewhat
distorted image of the ratio between positive and negative special circumstances during witness
protection. The results thus appear to provide an insight mainly into the potential problems faced by
witnesses and WPU members during a protection programme.
4.3.2 DIFFERENCES IN MOOD, ACTIVE COPING AND COOPERATION
To examine differences between types of witnesses, stages of witness protection and various types
of people involved, we compare the mean scores for the various subdivisions by mood, active coping
one-way ANOVAs was carried out. Because this relates in some cases to dependent measurements
results should be interpreted with a degree of caution.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF WITNESSES
An inspection of the means shows that, as expected, the mood and active coping of pull witnesses is
assessed as being more positive/higher than that of push witnesses. The cooperation of pull witnesses
is assessed as being lower than that of push witnesses. When these differences are tested it appears
to be the effect of the type of witness
F (1,149) = 11.22, p < .01,
2= .07 (Mpush = 3.04 and Mpull = 3.42). This suggests, in line with our reasoning, that pull witnesses
apply more active coping than push witnesses. Regarding the family composition we see that the
mood, active coping and cooperation of witnesses who take part in witness protection individually
is estimated higher on average than for witnesses who participate with a partner or family. Testing
suggest that this applies mainly to mood, F (1,150) = 5.50, p < .05, 2 = .04 (Malone = 3.32, Mtogether
= 3.03) and active coping, F (1,149) = 5.44, p < .05, 2 = .04 (Malone = 3.36, Mtogether = 3.09). These

Variable

Mood

Active Coping

Cooperation

1. Type of
witness

Push

Pull

Push

Pull

Push

Pull

M

3.08

3.21

3.04

3.42**

3.28

3.23

2. Composition

Alone

Together

Alone

Together

Alone

Together

M

3.32

3.03*

3.36

3.09*

3.43

3.17

3. Crim.
background

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

M

2.96

3.27*

2.98

3.35**

3.02

3.47**

4. Stage

1

2

3

4

1

M

3.04

3.16

3.18

3.13

3.22 3.14 3.04

5. Person
concerned

W

P

C

W

P

C

W

P

C

M

3.13

2.60

3.38**

3.18

2.79

3.04**

3.26

3.38

3.51*

2

3

4

1

3.18

3.67 3.33 3.27

2

3

4
3.11*

Finally, the criminal background of witnesses appears to affect their mood and behaviour, and this
criminal witnesses (M = 3.27) is systematically better than that of non-criminal witnesses (M = 2.96),
F (1,150) = 6.88, p = .01, 2 = .04. Taken on average the criminal witnesses are also assessed as
being more active for coping (M = 3.35) than non-criminal witnesses (M = 2.98), F (1,149) = 11.97,
p < .001, 2 = .07. Finally, criminal witnesses (M = 3.47) appear to be more cooperative towards the
WPU members than non-criminal witnesses (M = 3.02) based on observations in the monitoring, F
(1,150) = 12.24, p < .001, 2 = .08.
STAGES OF WITNESS PROTECTION
A depiction in graph form of the average mood, active coping and cooperation of witnesses per stage
indicates that witnesses in Stage 1 (0-2 months) have the lowest score on average for mood and
the highest for cooperation (see Figure 4.7). It is also notable that the cooperation of witnesses in
particular shows a declining trend. Data analysis suggests that in Stage 1 in particular (the period 0-2
months) are assessed as being more cooperative than witnesses in Stage 4 (the period 24+ months;
MStage1 = 3.67, MStage4 = 3.11), F (1,151) = 2.93, p < .05, 2 = .06.
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protection with a family appears to be more stressful than participating individually (Montanino, 1984;
see also Koedam, 1993).
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5
4,5
4
3,5
Mood
3

Active coping

2,5

Cooperation

2
1,5
1
Stage 1 (0-2 mths)

Stage 2 (3-5 mths)

Stage 3 (6-24 mths) Stage 4 (24+ mths)

TYPE OF PERSON CONCERNED
Finally, the average values for the three types of people concerned, witnesses, partners and children,
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effect of the type of person concerned, F (2,307) = 18.09, p < .001, 2 = .11. An examination of the
means suggests that the mood of partners (M = 2.60) is lower than that of the witnesses (M = 3.13)
and that the mood of witnesses and partners is lower than that of their children (M = 3.38). The
differences appear to be smaller for cooperation: children are assessed as being more cooperative (M
= 3.51) than witnesses (M = 3.26) but not in comparison with partners (M = 3.38), F (2,309) = 3.03,
p = .05, 2 = .02. Finally, the data analysis suggests that witnesses are assessed higher for active
coping than partners (Mwitness = 3.18 vs. Mpartner = 2.79), but not in comparison with children (M =
3.04), F (2,308) = 6.50, p < .01, 2 = .04. To summarise, witnesses, partners and children appear to
show the strongest differences in their mood during witness protection and to a lesser extent in their
behaviour. A depiction of this in graph form is given in Figure 4.8.
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4.3.3. THE PROCESS IN TIME: TWO CASE REPORTS
To explore the course of the mood and behaviour of a push witness and a pull witness with the
passage of time, Figure 4.9 plots the averages on the key variables for two witnesses who typify the
push and pull witnesses in the Dutch projects (see paragraph 4.3.1). Additionally, the differences
and similarities between the reasons for taking the initiative to arrange contact with both witnesses
is discussed per stage. This is concluded with a discussion of the special circumstances applicable

Figure 4.9

Average mood and behaviour of a push and pull witness
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DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES IN MOOD AND BEHAVIOUR
Figure 4.9 shows that the patterns of the mood and behaviour for the push and pull witness show a
number of differences. The pull witness appears to apply more active coping, for example (the scores
remain above the mid-scale of 3), while the coping of the push witness from the second month
onwards is sooner passive. Although the push witness initially has a high score for cooperation, a
turnaround takes place in the period 3-5 months: the behaviour of the push witness changes from
cooperative to more uncooperative. The behaviour of the pull witness remains cooperative (i.e., above
the mid-scale) during all stages. Finally, it seems that the mood of the pull witness in particular is
subject to change (there is a peak in the second month in particular), but the behaviour appears to be
fairly stable. This appears to be completely the opposite in the case of the push witness. It is notable
that the mood and active coping of both witnesses appears fairly similar at the beginning of the
protection programme, while the extent of cooperation differs relatively strongly. This could suggest
that the emotions of the push and pull witness and how they cope with the situation are fairly similar
at the beginning of the witness protection programme. After all, they are all in the same situation, in
future is very uncertain.
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witnesses, followed by an explanation of the special circumstances per stage per witness.
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The fact that there is initially a difference in the degree of cooperation could be explained by the fact
that the push witness has experienced less control over the decision to choose for witness protection
than the pull witness. The push witness has ended up in witness protection owing to a crisis situation.
It is possible that the relief felt when the immediate threat is eliminated results in a feeling of gratitude
and thus an (extra) cooperative attitude (Fyfe & McKay, 2000b). The attitude of the pull witness, on
explanation for the push witness’s cooperative behaviour follows from the remarks noted during the
monitoring in the second month, when the cooperative behaviour gains the highest score. It seems,
for example, that the push witness mainly adopts a cooperative attitude when there is a suspicion that
he has violated agreements about making phone calls and using the internet and when he has to part
company with possession from the previous home (see Figure 4.9.1). This suggests that cooperative
behaviour can also be used more instrumentally in order to avoid a warning, for example (for not
keeping to agreements) or because the assistance of the WPU members is needed (to get hold of
property from the former home). In keeping with this line of reasoning we see that the cooperation
gains a lower score if the witness is disappointed about the cancellation of a family visit: in this case
cooperation does not (any longer) serve any clear purpose. To consider which other circumstances
may be related to the mood and behaviour of push and pull witnesses, we have set out below a
description of the contextual factors during the various stages.
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CONTEXTUAL FACTORS PER STAGE: REASONS AND INITIATIVE FOR CONTACT
Figure 4.10 shows the reasons for contact with the push witness and pull witness during the various
stages of witness protection. Regarding the 0-2 month period (euphoria stage) we see that the
variation in the number of different reasons for contact is relatively small. For both witnesses, most of
the contact consists of regular contact. There are also personal problems at issue in both cases. For
the pull witness this concerns not the witness but the partner. The partner was suffering from mental
problems, including depression. This ultimately resulted in the pull witness’s partner and children
parting company with the previous life, such as giving up property in the former home.
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The number of reasons for contact increases in the 3-5 month period. For both witnesses, there are
interviews by the crime squad and a family meeting during this period. The push witness was also in
contact about an approaching relocation. Here too, most of the contact was of a regular nature. In the
case of the push witness there were security incidents in two cases in the form of a potential threat
from outside. The category ‘other’ concerns consultation regarding the protection agreement for both
witnesses. The increase in the variation in the number of reasons for contact appears to be based on
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aspects that typically form part of a protection programme, such as interviews, family meetings and
relocation. Despite minor differences, this process appears fairly similar for both witnesses. For both
witnesses, the majority of the contact is initiated by the WPU (about 60% in both cases). There is also
contact initiated by crime squads and the person concerned, whether or not jointly with the WPU
(see Figure 4.11).
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Pull witness

WPU

WPU

Person concerned

Person concerned

WPU & person concerned

WPU & person concerned

Tactical team

Tactical team

Counterpart personnel

Counterpart personnel

Finally, in the third, acculturation stage (6-24 months) we see a number of notable differences between
two stages of witness protection (Figure 4.9), it seems that there are various underlying causes for
this. During this period 8 contacts with the push witness were monitored. Of these contacts, 4 visits
(50%) had to do with violation of the rules, 2 were held in connection with interviews (25%) and 2
visits (25%) were related to contact with the lawyer. There were 5 contacts with the pull witness
during this period. Three of these visits (60%) were to follow up ongoing matters and the reason for 2
visits (40%) were personal problems affecting the witness (or the partner). To analyse the substantive
reasons for this, therefore follows below a description of the special circumstances for both witnesses
during each stage.
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SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Differences between the stages. Figure 4.12 shows which special circumstances were present
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the relative ratio between the categories. First of all it emerges that the circumstances during the
various stages can be traced back to three main categories: none, mental problems and ‘other’. In
absolute numbers this covers 11 contact moments in the period 0-2 months, 30 in the period 3-5
months and 13 in the period 6-24 months. The type of circumstances appears to vary depending on
0-2 months of witness protection,
for example, no special circumstances apply to slightly more than half of the contacts with witnesses.
In approximately eighteen per cent of the contact moments there are mental problems and in over
a quarter there are other reasons. It is notable that no mental problems are observed in the period
3-5 months. Contact moments to which no special circumstances are applicable appear to decrease
continues in the third period, 6-24 months: special circumstances apply to most of the contacts.
Here too, mental problems are reported.
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Differences between the witnesses. To look into the extent to which these patterns are comparable
for the push and pull witness, the values reported above have been broken down (see Figure 4.13).
An initial striking observation is that special circumstances are reported proportionately more often
for the push witness (top part of the Figure) than for the pull witness (bottom part of the Figure). Since
the special circumstances mainly show problems of a practical, personal or psychological nature,
this indicates that more problems arise in the protection programme of the push witness than the
pull witness. This suggests that the pull witness copes better in the witness protection programme
than the push witness, which is in keeping with our assumption that pull witnesses are better able to
manage than push witnesses. This reasoning is also supported by the fact that mental problems are
observed more frequently among the push witness than the pull witness.
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Explanation of special circumstances. If the explanation of ‘other’ circumstances is depicted in
graph form and broken down by stage and type of witness, an interesting pattern emergences in both
case descriptions. For the push witness most circumstances refer to the experiencing of stress and
emotions. This appears to occur mainly in the 3-5 month period (see Figure 4.14). Hofstede (2001)
describes this stage as the ‘culture shock’: initially positive feelings are followed by a confrontation
with reality. This results in the positive emotions making way for negative ones. Although the average
mood for the push witness in this stage is indeed lower than in the period 0-2 months (see Figure
explanation of the circumstances during the contact, we see that the experiencing of stress and
emotions plays an important role in this period. The following report was made, for example:

Also, remarks concerning biographical uprooting are only made in the 3-5 month period. The following
remark is made, for example:

We also see that in the 3-5 month period particular reference is made for the push witness to subjects
threat and anxiety, biographical and social uprooting and rules and procedures. These subjects are
no longer raised in the 6-24 month period, but the remarks made during this stage refer to matters to
do with safety and protection. This concerns matters such as making statements for the prosecution,
but also to non-compliance with agreements on the witness’s part. This suggests that the push
programme.
Figure 4.14
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With the pull witness, on the other hand, particulars arise mainly in the 6-24 month period. These
relate in all cases to rules and procedures concerning the programme (see Figure 4.14). There are no
observations concerning aspects such as social uprooting, stress or emotions. A fragment that aptly
describes the circumstances under which contact takes place in this period is:

which took a relatively long time. Whereas the pull witness appeared well able to hold his own under
in his frame of mind.

His mood and behaviour appear to be in line with the ‘classical’ model of witness protection: after
a short period of relief, stress and negative emotions arise and the witness appeared to be troubled
by biographical and social uprooting. The mood of the pull witness was predominantly positive: he
behaved (variably) cooperative and applied active coping. Negative emotions and stress were caused
mainly by the rules and procedures governing witness protection, which made the witness felt that
he had to wait a long time before leaving. For both witnesses circumstances that they experienced as
being stressful, were related to a decrease in active coping and cooperative behaviour. It should be
noted that this appeared to apply mainly to the case description of the push witness and to a lesser
extent to that of the pull witness.

4.4 CONCLUSION
Existing research into witness protection regards a protection programme as being radical and
stressful (see, for example, Fyfe & McKay, 2000b; Koedam, 1993; Montanino, 1984). It is however
notable that there is little empirical material showing precisely how participation in a protection
programme is related to the mood and behaviour of witnesses. To gain a clearer understanding of this,
the mood and behaviour of protected witnesses in the Dutch witness protection programme were
monitored systematically over an eighteen-month period. The monitoring results suggest that the

notion that the implications of witness protection seem to be fundamentally different for push and pull

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PUSH AND PULL WITNESSES
It was expected that pull witnesses would be better able to cope with witness protection than push
witnesses, because pull witnesses experience more control in the run-up to a witness protection
programme. The results of the monitoring appear to be largely in line with this assumption. Pull
witnesses generally apply more active coping than push witnesses, for instance. This pattern is
supported by the results of the case study. Although the mood of the pull witness likewise appeared
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To summarise, it can be said that the mood and behaviour of both witnesses varied according to the
stage of witness protection in which they found themselves. For the push witness a decline is noted
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sense. It was also expected that special circumstances during contact with witnesses would be
related in the case of push witnesses mainly to stressors based on the classic model of witness
protection. Examples include the experience of threat and biographical and social uprooting. On the
other hand, we expected the special circumstances affecting pull witnesses would mainly have to do
with occurrences related to rules and procedures. The results of the case study are in line with these
notions. It was only in the case of the push witness that there are occurrences related to social and
biographical uprooting, threat and the experiencing of stress and emotions. This applied mainly to
place: the confrontation with everyday life in the new situation (Hofstede, 2001). Segal and Mayadas
(2005) argue that the culture shock can have serious implications if people are unable to deal with the
situation effectively. This can get in the way of successfully adapting to the new situation, for example.
This appears to be borne out by the push witness in the case study: both the assessment of his mood
and his behaviour reduce to lower than the mid-scale in the third stage (acculturation). This implies
that both the mood and the behaviour were rated predominantly negatively in this stage.
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In the case of the pull witness, particulars arise mainly in the 6-24 month period (the acculturation
stage), all of which relate to matters concerning rules and procedures. In particular, the fact that the
pull witness had to wait a long time before being able to leave for a new destination appeared to
have caused negative feelings and stress. It is notable that it was generally the case that no special
circumstances are more often reported for the pull witness than for the push witness. Since special
circumstances appear mainly to indicate problems of a psychological, (inter) personal or practical
nature, this seems to support the assumption that the pull witness is better able to hold his own
under witness protection than the push witness. To summarise, it can be said that the mood and
behaviour of both witnesses varied according to the stage of witness protection in which they found
themselves. However, both witnesses seemed to respond negatively to different circumstances. A
similarity between both witnesses is that circumstances that they may experience as being stressful
appeared to be related to a decrease in cooperative behaviour and active coping. This particularly
seemed to apply to the case report of the push witness and to a lesser extent to that of the pull
witness.
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THE EFFECT OF INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCES
The monitoring results also suggest that there could also be other factors that affect the mood
and behaviour of witnesses. There are signs, for example, that the mood of criminal witnesses is
systematically better than that of non-criminal witnesses. Criminal witnesses also generally appear to
apply more active coping and are rated as being more cooperative than non-criminal witnesses. This
appears to be in line with the reasoning that criminal ‘experience’ can make witnesses more resilient
in stressful circumstances. However, this explanation seems to hold true mainly for mood and active
coping, and to a lesser extent cooperative behaviour. The higher degree of cooperative behaviour
among criminal witnesses could be explained by criminal witnesses possibly being more aware of the
risks of non-cooperation than non-criminal witnesses. In many cases criminal witnesses are giving
testimony against former allies in serious organised crime. Criminal witnesses know exactly what will
happen to ‘traitors’ and the risks they face if their protection programme is ended. Since structural
non-cooperation, such as failing to keep agreements, can lead to a programme being ended, this
could result in criminal witnesses being more cooperative than non-criminal witnesses.
Another factor that appears to affect the mood and behaviour of protected witnesses is whether they
application of active coping appear to be systematically lower for witnesses with a family compared
to those taking part on an individual basis. The fact that participating in witness protection is also
stressful for the other family members is apparent from the differences between witnesses, partners
and children. Although the mood of children is systematically rated as lower than that of witnesses,
this average is still above the mid-scale. This implies that the mood of the children can be described
as being more positive than negative. This does not apply to partners, whose mood is low on average.
Partners also appear to apply less active coping than witnesses. The differences between witnesses
and children are smaller. Although both partners and children are more or less forced into witness
protection owing to the decision of the witness, it is possible that the partners in particular feel
responsible for that decision from the perspective of their role as a parent. This could go some way
to explaining why the implications of witness protection appear proportionately more negative for
partners compared to children.

CONTEXTUAL FACTORS
Finally, the contextual factors that play a role in witness protection have been considered. The
results show that about half of the contact with protected people takes place on a regular basis.
This means that the contact is regular contact to follow up ongoing matters. The other contact takes

from witness protection. Additionally, about half of the contact is related to occurrences that can be
traced back to three domains: stress and potential stressors, building up a new life and safety and
protection. Most of the occurrences in the domain stress and potential stressors have to do with social
uprooting caused by restrictions on contact with family or other relations. Most of the occurrences
in the domain of building up a new life are related to having (or not having) a job. Under safety
and protection reference is made mostly to incidents concerning the breaking of agreements about
permissible or impermissible behaviour. The special circumstances refer mostly to occurrences that
can be regarded as being stressful or negative. This could mean on the one hand that the monitoring

programme: a lot of contact takes place under circumstances that affect the emotional state and
behaviour of those involved.
CAVEATS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
As with all research, this study is subject to a number of limitations. Not all witnesses in the Dutch
overall population of protected witnesses appears to have been achieved. Eighty per cent of the
random sample consists of male witnesses, and the average age is comparable with that of the overall
population, for instance. Also, most of the witnesses have got a criminal record and the ratio between
push and pull witnesses is fairly similar to the ratio in the total sample of Dutch witness protection
programmes.
Another caveat concerns the reliability of the observations of the mood and behaviour of witnesses.
The WPU members may have made the assessments together which makes them more stable, but
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reasons for contact include facilitating family contact or making statements. Looking at the special
circumstances, we see that no special circumstances were applicable to about a third of the contacts.
This implies that over two thirds of the contact moments took place under special circumstances.
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accurately assess the mood of others than the behaviour; observations of behaviour by third-parties
are generally regarded as being valuable and reliable (Hare, 1993). One recommendation is that, if
any future monitoring or subsequent research is carried out, to have the monitoring supplemented
by (mood) questionnaires completed by the witnesses themselves. Finally, the dataset does not
include any independent measurements and it partly concerns nested data. Several measurements
were taken per witness, for example, and some of the assessments were carried out by the same
assessors. Because we had to work with a relatively small sample size, we were unable to include this
nesting aspect in the analyses.
Another point is that the witnesses form part of the protection programme in which they interact with
members of the WPU and/or family members. On top of that, their protection programme forms part
of a criminal justice process. All of the parties involved in this interact with the witnesses, which could

affect their mood and behaviour. Further research could aim at exploring these dynamics including
the effects on the mood and behaviour of witnesses.
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Despite these limitations, the results of the monitoring paint a clear and consistent picture that is in
line with the (limited) literature in the area of witness protection as well as the reasoning that underlies
this report. The results thus appear to give a good indication of the circumstances within protection
programmes and their effect on the mood and behaviour of witnesses.
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CHAPTER 5
THE MANAGEMENT OF
PROTECTED WITNESSES:
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
The management of protected witnesses is a dynamic process. Not only because it is intertwined with
various aspects of the criminal investigation process; it also generally has far-reaching implications
for witnesses and their family members. Up till now, research into witness protection has mainly
addressed the judicial aspects of witness protection (Allum & Fyfe, 2008; Fyfe & Sheptycki, 2006).
From an operational police perspective, the focus has been on protecting and safeguarding the
witnesses physically. The basic premise of this research project was that managing witnesses from
both a judicial and operational perspective cannot be viewed separately from the psychological
responses of the witnesses to the programme and the interaction with other people concerned.
Witnesses not only have to be physically able to make their contribution to the criminal investigation
process, their resilience and how they respond to the restrictions inherent to being included in a
programme are of great importance, too. There are roughly three questions that play a role when
there is a serious potential threat against witnesses and there is a realistic chance of reprisals:
2) Is it feasible to protect the witness?
3) Under which circumstances does the protection programme have the greatest chance of success?
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The management of witnesses is effective if the protective measures ensure that witnesses are both
physically and mentally able to make a valuable contribution to the criminal investigation process
and are able to independently build up a new life (Van der Heijden, 2004). The current research was
designed to identify factors that contribute to answering the second and third question. The focus is
placed here on the period during the protection programmes. A series of three studies was carried
out to look into the potential psychosocial implications of witness protection, the composition of
the group of protected witnesses in the Netherlands (which was also compared to a UK sample)

addressed in the management of push and pull witnesses. Next, we discuss the limitations of this
research and recommendations for further study. We conclude with general guidelines that can be
formulated for the management of protected witnesses.

5.2 PSYCHOSOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF WITNESS PROTECTION: AN UPDATE
84
Up until now, there has been little empirical research showing the possible psychosocial implications
of witness protection for protected witnesses and their family members. Although existing research
provides important initial insights regarding the possible implications of witness protection, there are
a number of aspects that remain underexposed. That is, classic research focuses primarily on the
implications of people being uprooted. However, it is not known how witnesses respond, for example,
to other characteristics of witness protection programmes, such as the (initially) limited autonomy.
Existing research also assumes that witness protection is a process of forced migration. This is despite
the fact that in recent years there has been an increase in the number of witnesses voluntarily entering

practical viewpoint. To achieve that aim, the current research supplements the existing research in 4
ways.

THE EFFECT OF COPING
A second addition that this research makes to previous research is that more emphasis has been
placed on how witnesses cope (or may cope) with stress caused by witness protection. This is
important because inadequate coping may increase the impact of witness protection (Giddens, 1991).
Inadequate coping may also lead to high-risk behaviour such as drug abuse or aggressive outbursts
(Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007). Chapter 4 of this report looks into which individual characteristics
how well they deal with life in witness protection. Pull witnesses apply more active coping than push
witnesses, for example, and criminal witnesses seem to cope better than non-criminal witnesses.
Additionally, partners seem less well able to cope with the implications of witness protection than
witnesses themselves.
AN EXPANSION OF THE POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS
A third addition of this research is that it takes a broader look at the potential implications of witness
protection than existing research, which focuses mainly on possible intrapersonal processes. In
concrete, next to potential psychological implications (such as anxiety and depression) we also looked
at two types of behaviour: high-risk behaviour (e.g. violating agreements) and interpersonal implications
the context of witness protection: the safety of witnesses depends not only on their mental state,
but also on their behaviour. The monitoring suggests, for example, that deprivation of social contacts
may lead to witnesses communicating in an unsafe manner. Also, failing to keep to agreements can
lead not only to the safety of witnesses being placed under threat, but may also present a potential
danger to the people involved in the protection programme on the criminal investigation side. Finally,
the results of the monitoring suggest that frustration among witnesses can contribute to escalating
behaviour. Understanding the mood and behaviour of witnesses could offer points of reference for
potential risks.
THE CONTEXT
witness protection takes place and how this relates to the mood and behaviour of witnesses.
of situations. The results of the study suggest, for example, that many of the witness protection
programmes feature certain dynamism in the form of special circumstances. But these dynamics
appear to be different for push and pull witnesses and to vary depending on the stage in which
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FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGEMENT
The most important addition of this research is the framework developed for the management of
protected witnesses. A distinction is made between witnesses who feel compelled to enter witness
protection (push witnesses) and witnesses who decide to undergo witness protection voluntarily and
on their own initiative (pull witnesses). This is an important distinction because the classic research into
witness protection applies mainly to push witnesses, with little knowledge so far about the potential
implications for pull witnesses. The results of this research suggest that push and pull witnesses:
1) Differ in their motivation and expectations regarding witness protection, 2) respond differently
to witness protection and 3) respond to different characteristics of witness protection. The points
concerning the management of push and pull witnesses are discussed further on in this chapter.
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to stress and uprooting, whereas in the case of pull witnesses they have more to do with matters
related to experiencing restrictions owing to rules and procedures. Practical implications for the
management aspect are discussed in section 5.3.
To summarise, this research has contributed to increasing insight into the type of witnesses involved
in witness protection in the Netherlands, the potential psychosocial implications of witness protection
and the factors that could affect this process. This is visualised in a psychosocial model of witness
protection (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1

A psychosocial model of witness protection: Version 2.0
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5.3 POINTS TO BE ADDRESSED IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PUSH AND PULL
WITNESSES
The differences between push and pull witnesses appear to relate generally to 7 aspects. These aspects
basic attitude is formed by the way in which witnesses ‘arrive’ in a witness protection programme.

study. The 7 aspects and their possible implications are explained below.
Push and pull witnesses start witness protection fundamentally differently. For push witnesses,
witness protection is necessary to countering a threat and surviving. Push witnesses feel like having
no or little alternatives to becoming protected witnesses. For pull witnesses the threat resulting from

of push witnesses the basic attitude will be based on the idea that the witness owes his life to
witness protection. An example from an interview with a witness in the study of Fyfe & McKay (2005)
effectively illustrates this:

The basic attitude of pull witnesses is: ‘I’m voluntarily giving information, so I want something in
strongly related to their mood and behaviour (Perloff, 1993). This implies that there are various points
witnesses, i.e., starting from the interviews with the criminal intelligence unit in the deepest secrecy.
During the initial contact with protected witnesses, a (relationship) framework for communication
and interaction is developed. Important questions in this stage are: What is the role assigned to and
perceived by a protected witness and which expectations does the witness have or may arise from the
witnesses. For example, the vital role often played by a witness in the criminal investigation process
may lead in simple terms to a witness feeling very important. This often legitimises what are often
unrealistically strong demands concerning inclusion in a programme. This may also intentionally or
unintentionally strengthen or evoke certain, usually high, expectations among witnesses. If these
expectations are not promptly adjusted during the initial contact with witnesses, this can lead to
problems in managing the protection programme (Tijdschrift voor de Politie, 2010). To make sure that
witnesses successfully pass through the entire programme - i.e. that they are and remain mentally
and physically able to make their contribution to the criminal proceedings - it is important to manage
experienced by the witnesses. We discuss below the 6 characteristics that can serve as a guideline
in this regard.
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their testimony is just as real, but it is the result of their own initiative to become protected witnesses.
The protective measures amount in essence to a formal agreement: I’ll give you information and I
want something in return for it, such as a reduced sentence or the opportunity to start a new life.
As a result of this the basic attitude towards witness protection, is also fundamentally different for
push witnesses and pull witnesses. An attitude is an acquired, ongoing and global basic conviction
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SOURCES OF STRESS
The largest source of stress for push witnesses appears to be the biographical and - in particular social uprooting caused by witness protection. Contact with family and friends is severed or seriously
limited. When there is any contact at all, it is generally infrequent and under strict conditions. This
largely eliminates the social safety net, accompanied by anxiety about entering into new contacts
(see for example Koedam, 1993; Fyfe & McKay, 2000b). This can lead to psychological problems. The
results of the monitoring also show that this is accompanied by risk-taking behaviour. Witnesses may
break agreements by making (unsafe) contact with family members. If the feeling of being socially
uprooted is so strong that it leads to safety risks, consideration could be given to making more
effort to facilitate social contact. The question of whether this problem could be solved by means
of new media, such as contact via Skype on a secure connection or keeping a video diary, could
be looked into for instance. Finding a job can also help people to enter into social contacts (Adler,

1977). Help could be given if witnesses are not able to do this themselves. Consideration could be
covert identity. Although there are safety risks involved in maintaining and building up contacts, this
and existing research suggest that their absence can lead to risk-taking behaviour. This has to be
weighed up for each programme. Facilities of a more structural nature in the form of new technology
Subsequent research could concentrate on the question of which resources could be used to (further)
safely support the social contacts of push witnesses.
The principal source of stress for pull witnesses appears to be caused by the limits placed on autonomy
because witness protection involves strict rules and procedures. The results of the monitoring
suggest that this applies especially when witness protection measures last (or are felt to last) for
an unnecessarily long period of time. We saw for example that the pull witness in the case study
was troubled by the long wait for the practical preconditions needed for his departure. This had an
adverse effect on his mood and behaviour. Not only did this have implications for the witness: it also
hindered the management of the witness because he became less cooperative and exhibited risktaking behaviour. An important implication of this is that lengthy protection programmes appear to
be less suitable for pull witnesses. This does not relate to the actual duration but in particular the fact
that the experience of unnecessarily having to wait for a long time may have an adverse effect on the
pull witness’s behaviour. A factor that plays a role here is that the current laws and regulations do not
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of witness protection (Bleichrodt & Korten, 2012). That sometimes leads to problems, for example,
with applying for identity documents. This has direct implications for the optimum creation of a
new life. The development of (additional) infrastructure could accelerate the lead time of protection
programmes and, accordingly, the time at which witnesses are able to start a new life.
IMPACT PERIOD
The research results suggest that the impact of witness protection is the greatest for push and pull
witnesses at different times. The impact period for push witnesses appears to take place mainly at
the beginning of the protection programme. This can lead to feelings of disbelief and bewilderment
are not always able to respond adequately and feel helpless (Johnson et al., 2011). Another point is
that the feelings of tension in crisis incidents are often so strong that the people concerned are unable
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the initial period is often the period in which witnesses are prepared for their protection programme
and in which the protection agreement is concluded. The question is whether push witnesses are
that it is important to give push witnesses some time to think about their decisions and agreements
and to lay them down clearly in writing. For pull witnesses the impact appears to be related mainly
to the period in which they make their contribution to the criminal investigation process, but are not
yet able to start their new lives. This can lead to feelings of frustration and boredom. In this case, too,
it may help to put agreements clearly in writing. Preferably, agreements include how long the wait
for departure will be at the most, and what is and is not permissible and possible. Research shows
that procedural information such as this can increase the feeling of control among people (Giebels
et al., 2005). To make sure that agreements are complied with and maintained, it is important to
ensure that the infrastructure needed for this is in place. An infrastructure such as this may also

psychological viewpoint, transparency concerning (basic) measures is advisable for three reasons.
First, it offers protection for witnesses who, because of the stress, are less well able to understand the
agreements and their implications. Also, transparent agreements create clarity for all those concerned.
In the current situation, for example, there are cases where the reliability of a witness is questioned
at a court hearing because it is not possible to assess the agreements that have been made. This can
damage the criminal case prosecution or harm the welfare of witnesses (see, for example, Fyfe, 2005;
Fyfe & McKay, 2000a). Finally, a lack of clarity about agreements can lead to miscommunication and
confusion both among witnesses and the various parties involved in a protection programme. This
can create additional problems for witnesses with psychopathic traits in particular, and lead to deceit
and manipulative behaviour (DSM-IV-TR, 2000). In an international context attention is also paid to
the accessibility of information about witness protection. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police, for
example, devotes a website to witness protection setting out various facts about witness protection
(RCMP; http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/fwpp-pfpt/qa-qr-eng.htm). A question and answer section has
also been added, tapping into the most frequently asked questions and fact sheets about various
police divisions, including witness protection, can be downloaded.
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE
There also appear to be differences in the psychological responses of push and pull witnesses.
Gratitude generally appears to be a characteristic emotional response of push witnesses. This feeling
is strongly felt among push witnesses because they are still alive thanks to the protection measures
(see also Fyfe & McKay, 2000a, 2000b). A characteristic cognitive response is to feel uncertainty
about the future. Push witnesses have given up their old life but are (still) uncertain about how their
new future will take shape (Fyfe, 2005; Montanino, 1984). If they fail to cope with this, the result may
be mental problems in the long term, such as depression and PTSD. There is also an above-average
chance of suicide (Koedam, 1993). A characteristic emotion among pull witnesses is frustration. This
emotional response appears to be strongly related to the cognitive response to the strong reduction in
autonomy experienced. Especially in cases where witnesses are very much accustomed to autonomy,
the feeling of loss of control and limitation of freedom can evoke frustration (cf. Van der Laan et al.,
2008). Research into detainees also shows that a lengthy period of restricted freedom can lead to
mental problems and antisocial behaviour in the long run (Bogaerts & Polak, in print). This can also
evoke impulse control disorders: being unable to resist an impulse, urge or temptation, which is
harmful to the person himself or to others (DSM-IV-TR, 2000). Taking part in a protection programme
often leads to a radical change in a witness’s daily life. The fact that this can lead to intense responses
is inherent to the situation (Koedam, 1993). If these problems escalate, the contribution of the witness
to the criminal investigation procedure can be delayed or even prevented. This may also lead to safety
risks for witnesses and the people in their immediate surroundings. This applies to people in their
personal setting but also people involved in guiding witnesses professionally. It is therefore important
to swiftly identify inadequate coping responses and high-risk behaviour.
RISK IDENTIFICATION AND PREVENTION
Signs of inadequate coping include: denial of a threat, social withdrawal and ‘wishful thinking’. Drug
able to cope with stress (Connor-Smith & Flachsbart, 2007). Chronic stress can strengthen feelings
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speed up necessary procedures (see the previous paragraph). Also, currently, there exists no clear
(legal) framework in the Netherlands about what exactly can or cannot be agreed upon. Moreover,
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of hostility and consequently increase the chance of aggressive behaviour (Sprague et al., 2011).
Feelings of hostility are therefore an important focal point when it comes to managing protected
witnesses. The research results suggest that the risk of escalation among pull witnesses can be
reduced by keeping the amount of time between the criminal investigation process and concluding
the protection programme as short as possible. As mentioned above, it also appears important to
make clear, preferably transparent agreements. For push witnesses, consideration could be given to
bringing in external expertise if mental problems escalate. Consideration could be given to including
standard agreements about psychological support in the protection agreement in the event of
problems arising. Also, a number of therapeutic sessions or coaching meetings at the beginning
of a protection programme could have a preventive effect (Koedam, 1993). Finally, it is important to
properly prepare witnesses for what they are facing at the beginning of a protection programme.
various parties involved in witnesses and their protection. Additionally, when a psychological intake is
held before the start of a protection programme, it could be supplemented by charting possible risks
and potential buffering factors. It is advisable to have this intake held at as early a stage as possible so
that both the witness and the Authorities can make a well-founded judgement about the feasibility of
a protection programme. The intake could also be taken as a basis for anticipating potential problems
and their prevention. An overview of the points related to the management of push and pull witnesses
is given in Table 5.1.
Points to be addressed in the management of push and pull witnesses
Push Witnesses

Pull Witnesses

Attitude to Protection

Necessary to survival

Formal agreement

Primary Stressor

Uprooting

Rules and procedures

Impact Period

Upon commencement of the
programme

During (the experience of)
having to wait for too long for
facilities

Characteristic Emotion

Gratitude

Frustration
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Table 5.1

Characteristic Cognition

Uncertainty about the future

Lack of autonomy

Long-term Response

Depression
PTSD
Risk of suicide

Psychological problems
Antisocial behaviour
Impulse control disorder
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Risk Prevention aimed at

(Causes of)
Mental problems

(Causes of)
Interpersonal problems

5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

an international comparison with four counterparts in Great Britain. However, like all studies this
one is subject to a number of limitations. It focuses only on the implications for witnesses, for
example. Although the mood and behaviour of a number of partners and children of witnesses have

conclusions. Neither does this study address the implications for other people in the social networks
of witnesses, such as the family and friends left behind. Subsequent research could provide a clearer
insight into this.

Another factor that has not been studied but which could affect the mood and behaviour of witnesses
is the interaction between witnesses and their social setting. The dynamics in a family situation could
for example affect the witness’s attitude. The interaction with people of the criminal justice system
involved in a protection programme could also affect the behaviour of witnesses. And is it the case
that certain protection programmes call for certain skills and that handlers can be ‘matched’ to this?
Subsequent study could therefore focus on an interaction analysis and the matching of handlers to
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Furthermore, this study focuses on the period in which witnesses are under protective measures.

insight into the effects of managing protected witnesses on members of the Witness Protection
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not been studied, for instance. Neither has the effect of making statements on witnesses during the
period that they speak to the police/judicial authorities in the deepest secrecy been looked into. British
research shows that this period is often experienced as being extremely stressful (Fyfe & McKay,
process and/or as being stressful. This is the case, for example, when witnesses have made their
statements and an examining magistrate or the lawyers of the suspects then assesses the statements.
may get the feeling that they are playing an importing role in the criminal investigation process.
Assessing the statements of witnesses may give them the feeling that their reliability is being called
into question. Added to that is the fact that the suspects’ lawyers often openly cast doubt on the
reliability of witnesses in court (Fyfe & McKay, 2000a, p. 685). Subsequent research could identify the
impact that this has on witnesses and which factors contribute to their being able to deal with these
issues as well as possible during the criminal investigation process. Also, protection programmes
that were discontinued during the orientation stage have not been included in this study. Research
into the whys and wherefores of this could provide insight into the motivation and considerations of
witnesses. For example, what is the ratio between push and pull witnesses in the orientation stage?
And to what extent does a psychological intake of witnesses play a role in this?

problems that arise. Also, team members are unable to respond to aspects such as a negative media
coverage. The conditions of secrecy could therefore yield various forms of stress affecting the WPU
team members themselves (cf. Band & Sheehan, 1999). Systematically supervising and monitoring
WPU members could serve to chart potential stressors and help team members to develop in their
work.
Although the results of this study yield a number of new insights, it is important to replicate the
results in subsequent research in the context of witness protection. Consideration could be given to
international comparative research into the psychological effects of witness protection, for example.
Research has shown, for instance, that cultural origin affects the relationship between perceived
control and positive future expectations (Klein & Helweg-Larsen, 2002). Positive expectations can
create a buffer against the negative effects of forced relocation (Hwang et al., 2007). Follow-up

research could increase insight into potential risk factors or factors that create buffers against risks
in various cultures. Witnesses could also be monitored as standard throughout the entire duration
of a protection programme. A 360-degree strategy could be used in order to gain an image that is
as complete as possible, for example. This type of study is also used in situations where there is a
realistic chance of the people involved, whether or not consciously, standing to gain from an incorrect
depiction of the true situation (see for example Hare, 1993). For this method several sources of
information are used to interpret the behaviour. Concrete examples include self-reports of witnesses
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behaviour. As such it could provide insight into possible pathology or (behavioural) issues, for example.
Another direction for future research could be a focus on the use of ‘harder’ biological indicators in the
context of witness protection. For instance, recently a lot of attention is paid by scientists to biological
indicators that identify stress or misleading behaviour (see for example DePaulo et al., 2003).
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Finally, the purpose of this study is to chart the factors that could help or hinder witnesses as they
pass through a protection programme. The main purpose of this is therefore to outline the parameters
for managing the behaviour of witnesses. It was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter that
the management of witnesses is effective if the protective measures ensure that witnesses are both
physically and mentally able to make their contribution to the criminal investigation process and then
independently build up a new life. However, the effectiveness of this was not actually tested in this
study. A protection programme could be regarded as ‘effective’ if the protection leads to the concrete
threat being averted and if the witnesses stay alive (Tijdschrift voor de Politie, 2010). In that respect
the Dutch protection programme is extremely effective: a witness has never been killed by the person
threatening him or her. There are also other, broader indicators conceivable that could be used to show
the effectiveness of the witness protection instrument. The effectiveness of the witness’s contribution
to the criminal investigation could be looked into, for example. If a witness’s statement contributes to
a suspect being convicted, this could be regarded as being effective. Another subject that could be
examined is the cost to the government or society, e.g. in terms of protection measures and the risk
of recidivism (Fyfe & Sheptycki, 2006). Finally, the recommendations of this study could be converted
criminal investigation side.
A witness is ultimately able to add considerable value during criminal investigation processes. This is
especially true of cases involving serious organised crime (see for example Allum & Fyfe, 2008; Fyfe
& Sheptycki, 2006; Van der Heijden, 2004). However when witnesses are not able to effectively deal
with being admitted to a witness protection programme, this can have an adverse effect on both the
criminal investigation process and the witnesses. Based on its duty of care, the Government has a
best efforts obligation to guarantee the safety of witnesses (Witness Protection Decree, 2005). For
that reason, the safety and protection of witnesses cannot be viewed separately from a behavioural
perspective.
Finally, we conclude with a number of general guidelines for the management of protected witnesses:
- Witness protection is a radical process and dynamism appears inherent to the situation.
to the situation. This does however appear to lessen with the course of time, usually after a few
years;

- Pull witnesses regard witness protection as a formal agreement and, accordingly, as a business
transaction. Prepare yourself for this, take a businesslike approach and do not make any promises
you can’t keep;
- The timely management of expectations is an important point of attention for all witnesses, but
especially for criminal witnesses and/or witnesses with large amounts of (illegal) money at their
disposal;
- It is true of all witness protection programmes that making - and keeping - clear agreements
- Avoid misunderstandings between the parties and confusion among witnesses by means of clear
communication between the various parties involved in witness protection on the criminal justice
side;
- Witnesses experience little control over the situation, especially at the beginning of a witness
protection programme. Consider which forms of desirable and undesirable behaviour this could
lead to. Encourage witnesses to use strategies aimed at adapting to the situation in the initial
stage of witness protection, such as seeking diversion. Providing (procedural) information can also
increase the feeling of being in control;
- Be alert to signs of inadequate coping, such as drug abuse and/or aggressive behaviour. Problemfocused coping in uncontrollable situations can also magnify the adverse implications of a protection
programme;
- A protection programme appears to have especially adverse effects on the partners of witnesses.
The systematic monitoring of partners is therefore advisable, especially in the initial stage of a
protection programme. Consideration could also be given to offering standard psychological
support to the partners of witnesses;
- Being socially uprooted is a major source of stress for push witnesses. Anticipate this and prepare
possible interventions, such as considering offering (safe) ways of staying in contact when physical
contact is not possible. Examples include (new) technology in the form of video diaries or contact
via a secure Skype connection. Research into crisis negotiations suggests that this could also help
those left behind to cope with the situation (Giebels et al., 2005);
- The restrictions involved in a protection programme could result in pull witnesses in particular
exhibiting undesirable behaviour. This should be taken into account. Interventions aimed at restoring
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- Stress can get in the way of the ability to accurately process information. This is a particular point
of attention in the management of push witnesses. Be alert to this and if necessary give push
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true to say that the management of pull witnesses is aided by keeping the protection programme
as short as possible.
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APPENDIX IV CULTURAL CLUSTERS1
Source: Gupta, Hanges & Dorfman (2002)

Latin-Europe
Israel
Italy
Portugal
Spain
France
Switzerland (French-speaking region)
Northern Europe
Finland
Sweden
Denmark
Germanic Europe
Austria
Switzerland
The Netherlands2
Germany
Eastern Europe
Hungary
Russia
Kazachstan
Albania
Poland
Greece
Slovenia
Georgia

Latin-American cultures
Costa Rica
Venezuela
Ecuador
Mexico
El Salvador
Colombia
Guatemala
Bolivia
Brazil
Argentina
Sub-Sahara Africa
Namibia
Zambia
Zimbabwe
South Africa (black population)
Nigeria
Arabic cultures
Qatar
Morocco
Turkey
Egypt
Kuwait
Southern Asia
India
Indonesia
Philippines
Malaysia
Thailand
Iran
Confucian Asia
Taiwan
Singapore
Hong Kong
South Korea
China
Japan
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Anglo-Saxon cultures
England
Australia
South Africa (white population)
Canada
New Zealand
Ireland
United States of America
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Footnotes to the culture clusters
1. Witnesses originating from countries not directly mentioned in the culture clusters have been
countries.
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We have followed by the most recent cluster of Gupta, et al. (2002), but it should be noted that the
Netherlands differs in one respect from the other countries in the Germanic culture cluster: in the
Netherlands less importance is generally attached to rules and procedures than in Germany, for
example (Hofstede, 2001).
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